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1. INTRODUCTION 

Hadron spectroscopy is a very broad subject, many interesting parts of 
which have been left out of this talk, in an attempt to discuss a few in a com
prehensible manner. 1 have chosen to emphasize particles which are relevant 
to testing QCD - heavy quark systems and glueball candidates. 

•Work supported by the Department of Energy, contract DE-AC03-76SF00515. 
(Mailing address: DESY, NotkestraBe 85, D-2000 Hamburg 52, W. Germany 
Extended version of Rapporteur talk given at the International Europhyslcs 
Conference on High Energy Physics, Bari, Italy, July 18-24,1985. 
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The talk is organized in order of decreasing quark mass, starling at Lhe 
easy end; The heaviest spectrosf opically ohserved quarks, bb, form bound states 
which are quite well behaved. Results from four experiments on the \i. (1 : !Pj 
bf>) states are now final and need only brief discussion. New results on the yt 

stales from the ISR are also presented. The x state masses, spins, and hadronic 
widths fit well into the picture provided by the non-relativislir potential models 
and, to the extent it can currently be applied to bound stales, by QCD. 

In section 3 other heavy states are discussed. Heavy quarks combined with 
light ones yield the recently observed B" and F \ which appear exaclly where 
expected by simple extrapolation from lighter-quark vector mesons. A D " . 
and perhaps an ft', have also been ohserved. 

Radiative T and J/0 decays respectively had previously yielded evidence 
for two unexplained particles, the c(8.3) and the ((2.2). Their status in light 
or new data is briefly reviewed, along with upper limits for Higgs and tfo pro
duction. 

Sections 4, S, and 6 are devoted to the gluonium candidates ((1460), 
6(1700), and g-r(~2200). The first two of these were discovered in radiative 
J/V> decays, the third in hadronic production of <j>4>\ both of these are supposed 
to be channels that favor gluonium production. This year the L may have ac
quired new decay channels PP and uut. But the biggest news on the t actually 
comes from the E(l 420). It has been regarded as a ] + + meson for several years. 
Now new data indicates CT"*, re-opening the possibility of the E and i being 
the same particle. There is tentative evidence for both 8 and i production 
In hadronic reactions which, if substantiated, may help us learn moTe about 
glueball formation. A glueball should have SU(3) symmetric decays, but search 
for a »» decay of the 9 is proving difficult. New experiments on H> confirm 
the 2 + + character of the threshold region, but do not have the analysing power 
to confirm the existence of three resonances in this channel. 

Section 7 addresses the very lightest qq mesons, the ir° and n. Recent 
total width measurements from two photon production agree well with a new 
dislance-of-flight measurement of the *° lifetime, but disagree significantly with 
the previous Primakoff-effect measurement of the if lifetime. 

2. THE x STATES 

The bound states of charm quarks have been a useful laboratory for study
ing the inter-quark force. The question of flavor-independence of the inter-
quark force, along with the relatively large relativists corrections in the ri 
system (v/c ~ 1/2), lead to heightened interest in the study of the bS system: 
even though it is considerably more difficult experimentally due to lower even' 
rates and higher background. J 

Table I lists the expected bb states. The T's, produced directly in e 4 e ^ 
annihilation, are well known, and fit astoundingly well the spectrum expactetj 
from the cc system when adjusted for the mass of the b quark. The x'b and xii 
slates, which can be reached by photon transitions from the T" and T', wen 
first observed by CUSB in 1982 and 19B3(I>3); they plan to take more data next 
year to improve the x'b results. Since these states have different orbital angula! 
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Table I, Expected bb stales below threshold for B meson production 
The states are listed in order of increasing mass, except for the 'Pi, which is 
expected to be near the 3P<og- The spectroscopic notation is n 2 S + , L j ; S is 
the total spin of the quarks, L their relative angular momentum, and J the 
total angular momentum; n=l for the lowest radial eigenstate of each L, n=2 
for the first radial excitation, etc. 

Spectroscopic J p c Detected Production Dominant 
notation in e 4 e " decay 

>n> l 'So 0 + 4b-»Tibt 
T,T'.T , ,-»7n b 

BE 

T l * i 1 ~ yes e-*e"-.T 886 

Sb I'Po 0++ yes T ' -»-rxfc 68 Sb 

l s P i 1 + + yes qqe 
tl 1 a P 2 2 + + yes n 66 
fib 3'Pi 1 + " V'-nniib egg. qqg 
•lb 2'So 0 + T'.T'^X 
V 2*Bj 1— yes e 4 e - - T ' 
Xb 2 ^ 2 + * , l + + , 0 + + yes T"-TX b 

% 2'Pi 1+-

ni' S^o o-+ V^-niS 
r" 3 a Si 1 " yes e + e - _ T " 

momentum and spins than the T's, measuring their masses yields information 
»n the spin dependent forces. 

3.1 MEASUREMENTS OF Xb MASSES 

The ARGUS'3), CLEO'4>, Crystal Ball'5) and CUSB<2> collaborations 
have now analyzed approximately equivalent amounts of T' -> *txt data, ob
tained at the e +e~ storage rings CESR and DORIS. Preliminary results pre
sented in 1083 and 1084 showed good agreement between all four experiments 
m the positions of the first two transition photon lines at 109 and 129 MeV, 
but varied between 149 and 160 MeV on the position of the third line, which is 
k weaker signal. For this conference, the ARGUS and Crystal Ball groups are 
kble to present their final T' inclusive photon spectra'3-5*, in which the third 
line reaches for the first time a significance > 4a, and appears at an energy of 
163 MeV. 
j CUSB and Crystal Ball both measure photon energies in Nal(Tl) crystal 
arrays, and obtain energy resolutions of 7 and 9 MeV respectively at 160 MeV 
and efficiencies of about 15%. These detectors can observe the jrj, states in 
both the inclusive photon spectrum from T'-nxb, Xb-*anything; and the 
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6n«ri» IMtV) 

Figure 1. ARGUS T'—-r+hadron3 ( : l 1. The analysis has been improved over 
thai shown last year by using a 5C fit ( i has zero mass, points to primary 
vertex, conversion vertex is at radius or material). Their excellent resolution 
(1.1 MeV) allows litem to determine that the lines are not Doppler broadened, 
and thus not from xi — i T . 
Figure 2. CLEO T'->-|-t hadrons' 4 ' . The spectrum is from a re-analysis 
performed tills year to remove -y's from 7rudecays. The data is not sufficient 
to measure the position of the third line. In the fit shown, It was fixed at the 
CUSB value. 

too zoo 
E r (MeVl 

Figure 3. Crystal Ball T'-»7+hadrons<5>. The broad peak near 210 MeV 
is due to unidentified minimum-ionizing charged particles; its shape has been 
determined from particles identified as charged by the inner proportional cham-, 
bers. This peak causes some uncertainty in the fit, especially for the line at, 
164 MeV, but careful study has allowed the systematic error on the energy of 
this line to be reduced to 2.7 MeV. The line at - 4 0 0 MeV is from Xb -> it, 
Figure 4. CUSB T' — -y + hadrons'2'. The observed spectrum (a) was I 
from 65 to 280 MeV with a cubic polynomial background plus 3 Gaussians of 
width o/E=G%, The confidence level of this fit is 30%; omitting the third line 
gives < 1%. The resolution, determined by Monte Carlo, has been checked 
with «r°'s and the x i -* 7 ? line in this spectrum at ~400 MeV. Spectrum (b) 
has the background subtracted. 
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Table II. Measurements of Vb states. 

Xh masses and branching ratios from the reactions T' -*7Xb and Xb'-^-*"-
Masses are in MeV, branching ratios in %. 

ARGUSl3> | CLEOW Crystal Ball'8' CUSB<-> 
E^T' - ->Xb) 

110.410.812.2 
107.011.111.3 
108.211.6 

130.610.812.4 
131.710.911.3 
131.411.5 

163.811.612.7 

108.210.312 
10711*2 1 2 
107.8±1.7 

128.110.413 
128.011.512 
128.011.9 

149.410.715 

1 3 P 2 

inclusive 
exclusive 
average 

l a P , 
inclusive 
exclusive 
average 

j 1 3PM 
I inclusive 
iBjr^-TixVr 

110.61.3*0.9 

131.71.311.1 

162.li0.5i 1.4 

9.812.112.4 
9.1 ±1.812.2 
6.411.411.6 

109.0+.610.4 

128.61.910.4 

110.410.812.2 
107.011.111.3 
108.211.6 

130.610.812.4 
131.710.911.3 
131.411.5 

163.811.612.7 

108.210.312 
10711*2 1 2 
107.8±1.7 

128.110.413 
128.011.512 
128.011.9 

149.410.715 

1 3 P 2 

inclusive 
exclusive 
average 

l a P , 
inclusive 
exclusive 
average 

j 1 3PM 
I inclusive 
iBjr^-TixVr 

110.61.3*0.9 

131.71.311.1 

162.li0.5i 1.4 

9.812.112.4 
9.1 ±1.812.2 
6.411.411.6 

11.412.1 
7.811.9 

5.810.711.0 
6.510.711.2 
3.610.810.9 

6.111.4 
5.911.4 
3.511.4 

1 3 P, 
; i aPo 

110.61.3*0.9 

131.71.311.1 

162.li0.5i 1.4 

9.812.112.4 
9.1 ±1.812.2 
6.411.411.6 

11.412.1 
7.811.9 

5.810.711.0 
6.510.711.2 
3.610.810.9 

6.111.4 
5.911.4 
3.511.4 

| B ( » - i T ) 

110.61.3*0.9 

131.71.311.1 

162.li0.5i 1.4 

9.812.112.4 
9.1 ±1.812.2 
6.411.411.6 

27161G 
321617 
<6 (90% C.L.) 

2118 
32110 
<10 

1 l 3 P a 

l a P , 
1 3P„ 

110.61.3*0.9 

131.71.311.1 

162.li0.5i 1.4 

9.812.112.4 
9.1 ±1.812.2 
6.411.411.6 

27161G 
321617 
<6 (90% C.L.) 

2118 
32110 
<10 

Tbble III. Average Measurements of Xb states. 

£ , ( * ' - 7 X b ) 
MeV 

M(V)-M{Xb) 
MeV 

» r - - 7 X b ) B(Xb - 7T) 
% 

1 8 P S 

l 3 P i 
1'Po 

109.310.5 
130.010.6 
161.511.3 

109.910.5 
130.910.6 
162.811.3 

7.010.8 
6.810.8. 
4.010.8 

2416 
3217 

<6 (90% C.L.) 
i 
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photons that convert in the material around the beam. Their resolutions for 
160 MeV photons are 1.1 and 4 MeV respectively, with efficiencies of 0.9% and 
4%. (CLEO inserted extra material to get higher conversion efficiency, at the 
expense of resolution.) The low efficiency makes only the inclusive channel 
practical for these detectors. 

The results from the individual experiments arc shown in Figures 1-4 and 
and Table II, and the new vvorld averages arc given in Table III. 
2.2 POTENTIAL MODEL 

The potential mode] consists of a recipe for a potential and calculational 
means to obtain energies of qq states in that potential. The potential is a 
function of the separation r between the q and q. Ideas from QCD are used 
to motivate its form in the two limits r -• 0 and r • oo. In order to calculate 
quark-spin dependent effects, one needs to decide on a Lorcnlz structure of 
the potential: whether it is due effectively to the exchange of vector, scalar, or 
whatever type particles. 

The potential at small r should be due lo onc-gluon exchange, and thus 
vector and Coulomb-like'0': ^ 4 ~-'. The logarithmic decrease as r -> D ol 
the QCD coupling constant af{r) softens the potential at small r compared 
to QED' 7 ' 8 ' . QCD corrections up to the order two gl-on exchange have been 
calculated' 9 ' 1 0). 

The potential at large r is responsible for keeping the quarks confined. Its 
Lorentz structure is not easily determined by theory, and is one or the important 
things we need the data to tell us. Pure scalar confinement'7' has been a 
popular choice, after pure vector" 1 ' was ruled out by cc data, Independent ol 
models, Gromcs has shown" 2 ' that the dominant contribution must be vector 
and/or scalar (unless there are cancellations between leading axial vector and 
tensor terms.) 

Eichten and Fcinbcrg (EF)! 1 3 ' derived the general form of the spin depen
dent forces in QCD and found 4 independent terms. As these arc not presently 
calculable, one must make some assumptions to proceed further. EF assumec 
that confinement is dominated by the longitudinal color-electric field ("electric 
confinement''), and obtained results different from those of scalar confinement 

In the string or stretched bag picture, the q and q are connected by electric 
flux which, due to the gluon-gluon coupling in QCD, compresses itself into i 
tube. Its energy is proportional to its length, thus giving a linear contributioi 
fcr to the potential. This picture, which is similar to that of EF, was anal
ysed by Buchmuller ( M). Unlike EF, he obtained the same result as for seal* 
confinement. This discrepancy has been resolved by Groines"5' in favor o' 
effective Bcalar, which is also favored In the bag model ' 1 0 ) . 

Thus the two extremes (r ~» D, r -» oo) are fairly well understood theorem 
ically; unfortunately the experimentally accessible hadrons spend most of thei] 
time in the middle. QGD lattice gauge calculations in progress"7) promise tc 
put even thfe range on a firm footing. Until they are far enough along to pro! 
vide calculated masses, we rely on potential model as a phenomenologica] bu 
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useful, successful, and fairly transpart nt means of understanding heavy quark 
systems. 

There is no one potential model calculation which includes all known ef-
j fects, but rather numerous calculations, each with its awn emphasis. A sam

pling of the calculations is presented in Table IV. My main goal here is not to 
compare them all, but to look for a calculation which incorporates the physical 

, ideas mentioned above, and which gives a good description or the data. The 
l calculation of Gupta, Radford and Repko (GRR)'"1' uses a linear scalar con-
• fining potential, and the Coulomb-like part incorporates the QCD corrections 
'; up to the order of two gluon exchange. a s(r) is used consistently in V(r) and 
', spin dependent terms, and some spin-independent relativistic terms. 

;2.3 COMPARISON OF Xh MASSES WITH POTENTIAL MODEL 

To compare the Xb data with the model, it is convenient to use the three 
iquantities defined in Table IV. (For a different approach, see Ref. 24.) 

In the absence of spin dependent forces, all IP states would be degenerate 
at their ctnter-of-gravity I 3 P C O s- The splitting between the S- and P-state 
rcnlcr-of-gravities, which would be degenerate for a pure Coulomb force, is 
determined by the relative strengths of the Coulomb and confining terms in 
the potential. The GRR calculation 0 0' obtains M(T')-M(l 3PC O B)=113 MeV, 
in good agreement with the measured 123 MeV. Here the Martin potential' 1 9' 
V(r) = A •+ BraA provides a useful contrast to the more conventional QCD-
inspired potentials. It agrees with them well in the middle-r range, but is much 
softer as r -< 0. This leads to a much larger S-P splitting that> observed: 164 
MeV. 

The spin dependent forces split the P > tates around their centei-of-gravity, 
and are dependent on both the short- and long-range parts of the potential. 
The relative splitting r = ^jap' ( I M P P ' } ' S l n o s t convenient for studying the 
Lorentz structure of the potential. The Coulomb (vector) potential alone would 
give a relative splitting of r=0.8. Adding a pure vector confining term would 
increase r from 0.8 to a maximum of 1,4 as its strength is increased'11', and 
was ruled out by the Xc data where r = 0.48 ± 0.01. A scalar confining term' 7' 
added to the vector Coulomb term can decrease r enough lo fit the Xc data. 
The heavier Xb states have a smaller average radius; thus one would expect 
'them to be less affected by the confining potential and have 0.48 < r < 0.8, 
The CUSB data atone gave a somewhat alarming value12' of 0.9 ± 0,1 ± 0.2. 
Now the weighted averages of the Xh masses yield r=0,66 ± 0.05, which agrees 

Ivery well with the GRR value of 6.68 for a purely-scalar confining force and 
' rules out purely-vector (r> 0.8). 
f The absolute splitting M( SP2)-M( 3Po) is sensitive to or, and relativistic 
corrections, and is thus not well-liked by theorists. Buchmuller'14' obtains 

lvalues of 38-72 MeV for a,(T)=0.28-0.49. GRR use the same a, in V(r) 
| a n d the spin dependent terms, and obtain 41 MoV in their semi-relativiBtic 
[?'. treatment. The relativistic bag model of Baake et a/. 1 1 0' gives 52 MeV, very 
i 'close to the measured value of 53±2 MeV. 



Table IV. Xb measurements and models, 
The experimental T(T' -*Xb) was obtained using Tic^T') =29,6±4,1 teV"8»; 
the calculations have been adjusted using the measured photon energies. The 
models are arranged in approximate chronological order. As the models have 
parameters which need to be fit to the data, this type of comparison is not 
entirely fair; it is, however, my only possibility. To guide the eye, predictions 
which come within 10% of the data are underlined. 

mass din*. 
r'-i3rCOB 

(MeV) 
3 P a - 3 P. 

mass din". 
" P2* ro 
(MeV) 

sum 

(keV) 

mass din*. 
r'-i3rCOB 

(MeV) S P, - 3Pu 

mass din". 
" P2* ro 
(MeV) 

sum 

(keV) 
experiment 122.8*0,4 0.66i0.05 5S±2 511 
Richardson'"1 

u.(r) in interpolating form 
LJ9 

164 

1.0 

0.80 

Martin"9* 
non-QCD potential 

LJ9 

164 

1.0 

0.80 

! 
Eiehten and Feuinc™'131 

?lectric confinement (uncorr.) 
with sign of linear contribution 
to L-S corrected"5' 

96 

98 

1.0 

0.80 

50 

38 
Baake,Igsrashi,Kasperid«s',6' 
relativislic bag model 

49 Q.73 §2 

Gupta Radford and R e p W , 0 ) 

scalar confinement 
2-gIuon exchange corrections 
consistent a,{r), Aj5jg=108 MeV 
non-relativistic 
seml-rehUivislic 

113 
W m 42 

4! 
S.7 
S.5 

Buchm41ler,Gruliberg,Tye'TOJ 
a,(r) in interpolating form 
Buch/M* scalar confinement 
a.in spln-dep. = 0.28,0.49 

m 
•M,.n 38,72 

6X1 < 

Moxhay and Rosner'31' 
electric conf. + tensor force 
relativistic 

m 0.42 37 8.9 

McCtwyandByen'"! 
1/r softened by hand 
linear scalar confinement 
rion-reJativfstic 
relativistic corrections 

102 
97 0.45 71 5.1 

Bander,Silyerman,Klima,Maor 
reiativtetic<M> 
confinement scalar 
confinement vector+scalar 

132-133 i -ri-34 62-61 

Bander,Silyerman,Klima,Maor 
reiativtetic<M> 
confinement scalar 
confinement vector+scalar M-147 | .86-88 69-62 
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The strengths of the T ' - ^ x i , El transitions are dominated by the kinc-
matical Ei} factor. Using the measured E-, allows one to check the r-wcightcd 
overlap of the 2S and IP wave functions. Since the 2S wave FunrUon has a 
node where it changes sign, a cancellation occurs in the overlap integral, which 
makes it especially sensitive to the detailed shape or the wave functions. Al
though in the cc case only relativistically corrected wave functions gave the 
right answer^' 2 2 ' , for bb all the calculations are in good agreement with the 
data. 

2.4 xi. SPINS 

Another test of the potential model is the ordering of the Xb slates. Vector 
forces have the J=0,l ,2 states in order of increasing mass; a linear scalar poten
tial that dominated over the Coulomb part would give the opposite ordering' 7 ', 
and would conflict with the measured spins or the \ c states. Although the data 
smnplas are much smaller for the \i, stales ilir Crystal Hall collaboration has 
now succeeded in studying the spins of the 3P.j and 3 P i using the angular 
correlations in the T' -» ~,\\„ \\, — -)T, T — It decay. They can rule out an 
inverted spin structure for the \h states: the 109 and 130 McV lines cannot 
come from spin 0 (C,l,.< 0.5%). The combined hypothesis J(109)=l, J(130)=2 
is ruled out (CI..< 1.1%, or 2.S a from the data), while the expected hypothe
sis J(109)=2, J(130)=l agrees with the data to within 0.5 standard deviations. 
The technique used is difficult to describe succinctly: the interested should read 
reference 25. 

2.5 xii HADRONIC WIDTHS 

Combining their inclusive and exclusive data, the CUSB and Crystal Ball 
collaborations can obtain the B.,T=B(XI> -» fT) , which are given in Table 

.11, These 13., T are related to the widths of the xb states by B^T = j=^ -
• I'uT+T*—' ^•>T c a n n o 1 be measured, but can be calculated quite reliably in the 
I potential model since there is no wave function node to cause cancellations' 2 2 ', 
] Using I \ T from a range of potential models' 2 1 3 ' 1"'' one obtains the hadronk 
widths for the Xb states given in Table V. (That thvy are in the 100 keV range, 
as compared to ~MeV for the x c states, is expected due to the heavier quark 
mass.) 

In the QCD picture, the dominant decay of a bound QQ slate is QQ an
nihilation into the smallest allowi number of gluons, because that gives the 
smallest suppression due the factor of a, which appears at each vertex. One 
calculates the decay into on-shell massless gluons, and assumes that the process 
of turning gluons into hadrons docs not affect the rate. (This is the same type 
assumption made in calculating e 4 e" -• hadrons.) One also assumes factor
isation; i.e. that the annihilation of the QQ, which occurs at small separation 
(~ 1/mq), is not affected by their confinement within a ~1 fm hadron. The 
annihilation is calculated in the zero binding limit, where the quarks are at 
rest. The wave function of the confined quarks enters only as the probability 
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Table V. x t a n d \ c State Hadronir Widths 

The j^'fO)! 2 and B-JT are calculated in potential models in references 10, 20, 
21, 22, 26, 35; the error indicates the variation among them. The QCD 
values are from formulae iu references 28, 30, 31; the errors quoted include 
only the errors on a, and | * ' (0 ) | 2 . I used for bb |*'(0)|* = 1.3910.05 GeV s 

and o,(0.4BMT) = 0.16S±0.005; and for cc !*'(0)|* = 0.08±0.03 GeV 6 and 
as(0-44Mv,) = 0.22±0.01. a . was obtained from B,,,, as in ref. 33. The IVd 
were calculated using the x C O G mass; using the 3P(, mass instead would increase 
the 3 P C width by <1% for Xb and - 1 3 % for \c-

Xb (r 's in keV) 3 P 2 J 3P, 3 Po a P 0 / 3 P 2 

measured B-,T 
calculated T^-j 
derived r l l i l d = r i ' r (B ; - T - ] ) 

.24±.0G ! 
39i6 

123±45 

.321.07 
3315 
70123 

^.06 
2715 
>345 >2 

0' 1 'order QCD r l l ( l d : I 0 1 T 7 
l 3 1 order QCD Ti.ud 

- 40 : 3 7 8 = 2 6 _ ; 3.75 " 
j i 5 - 6 j 

Xc (r 's in McV) 3 P 2 
a P . 3 P« 3Pn/3Pi 

measured' 1 8 ' B-,^. 
calculated T\,$ 
derived l'liad = ^ ( g ^ - - 1) 

.161.02 

.481.13 
2.5±0.8 

.281.03 

.361.10 
0.910.3 

.0081.003 
0.1810.05 

22110 915 
Total width measurements 

R704 pp« 3 0 ' l tol 
CB incl. •,<«•««» r w 

CB excl. / 7< 3 9> r l o l 

average Ttot 
measured rhad= rtotfl-B,^,) 

1-S 
4±1 

3.6±0.8 
3.010.7 

<1.3 
<4 
<2.6 

<1.3 
<1.0 

13-20 

912 
1112 
1112 

3-24 

411 
0 l h order QCD Thud 
l r t order QCD r h a d 

.641.25 -0 .2 2.410.9 3.75 
6.9 

measured' 4 0* B ^ 
measured T^jThaa= B ; , / { l - B 1 # ) 

1015 
1216 

4.513.0 
4.513.0 

0.510.4 
0.410.3 

0 l h order QCD I 1 ' / r h a d 

1 * order QCD r ^ / r h a d 

10 10 1.0 
0.7 

* The B r , and Fnl are in units of 10 ". 

of both quarks being at the same point: ]*(0)| a far S states, and |* ' (0) | 2 for 
P states (where |*(0) | 2 =0) . 

The 3 P j and a Po states can decay into two gluons. The rates have been 
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; calculated to 0 t h order in QCD by Barbieri el <u".'M': 

Since a spin one particle is forbidden to decay into 2 massless vector 
' particles'38), the 3Pidecays into ggg or qqg. (The ggg decay is not forbid-
• den by C-parity. Since a gluon is not necessarily its own antiparticle, it needn't 
< be in an eigenstate of C-parity. The color state of a system of three giuons can 
! be arranged to to give C=+ or C=-.) Barbieri el <u\'3 D ) have shown that the 
J qq decay dominates, since it has a logarithmic divergence in the zero binding 
, limit (2mi. = Mx). Since this last equality is approximately satisfied, and in 
I fact all these calculations are based on the 'zero binding approximation*, this 

is a very unhealthy situation. The most that one can say for sure is that, since 
the ggg channel has no such divergence, the qqg will dominate. The formula is 

where nj is the number or light flavors (4 for xi> decays). To gel an idea of the 
expected width, I can use the fact that the T" is bound, so that m<, >M(T")/2, 
and rh a d( 3 Pi)<29 MeV. Using the approximations mentioned in reference 30 
and 31 that M4S-1A*) ~ - 2 l n ( f t « ) w * m(mbRc) w«ere Re - (0.4 s V ) _ 1 

is the confinement radius, 1 get rj n U i [ 8 P])342 MeV or 30 MeV. The measured 
70±26 is in this general area. 

The next-order QCD calculations'31) are not straightforward: 
t> The logarithm mentioned above alto multiplies the QCD correction to the 

3 Pj and 8Po widths. 
r> A term inversely proportional to the relative quark velocity 11 appears. 

This becomes divergent in the zero-binding (2m<j = M x ) limit. In a bound-
state calculation this is naturally absorbed into the wavefunction. However 
it is well known that other terms of unknown magnitude might also be 
absorbed ' 3 2 ) . To avoid this unknown constant, we can consider only ratios, 
where the dependence on the wave function divides out. 

! t> We use the scale Q=0.48 Mr chosen by Mackenzie and Lepage'3 3' to make 
the l a t order QCD corrections for the hadronic width of the T vanish, and 
the resulting a,(Q=0.4(SMT)=D.165. However, in a later paper'34*, Brod-
sky, Mackenzie and Lepage decided upon a different scheme for optimizing 

; the choice of scale; their prescription gives very large corrections for T ' 3 4 ' 
and }[b' 3 2' widths. Actually there is no fool-proof way of choosing the 

i Q or the renormalization scheme, The real solution lies in calculating to 
enough orders so that these no longer matter, but that is very difficult. 

t>. Even with the choice B . ( Q = 0 . 4 8 M T ) = 0 . 1 6 5 , the correction to the ratio of 
3 P 2 and *Powidths is large enough to make one want the next next order 
calculation. 

• 
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> The corrections for the 3 Pi have not been done. 

Given this long list of problems, the agreement evident in Table V is 
surprising. The b b 3 P 2 hadronic width agrees very well with the Qlit order 
calculation; the lower limit on the 3Po is just below the expected value. 

In the cc ease, the hadronic widths can not only be derived from the B-^'s 
and the calculated T^'s as for bb, but can also be extracted from direct \c total 
width measurements. The two methods are compared in Table V, and agree 
well. The later gives the more precise result for the 3P.-i- Both the 3 Pj and 
3Po have hadronic widths which are about a. factor of . higher than expected 
from 0 t h order QCD using the a, which fits the 3/rp width. This disagreement 
is thought to be due to relativistic corrections to the wave function'20*. 

The wave function divides out of the following ratios: 

[1 + 12 —) for cc 15, 
rSj^Po) _ r°7(*p.) _ 9 « o , 
rU3Po) rgad(3Pj) i ^ V 

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ ( 1 + 5 . 5 _ ) for cc 

^-('PoJ/ri-dt^o) » 
= 1 + 6.S— for cc 

jr 

In both the bB and ce cases, the ratio rkadl^cil/Tbodt^z) » in good agree
ment with the 0tbOTder QCD prediction and, curiously, in less good agreement 
with the l " order prediction. The branching ratio of x c-»TT has been mea-1 
sored, although with large errors, and agrees well with the prediction. 

The experimental error might be improved in many cases, especially the 
total widths of the Xc (sec following section); the prospects for improving the 
large theoretical uncertainties are less good. However, perhaps the data is 
trying to tell us that the Q ~ -Mr scale is the right one. 

2.6 P STATES OF cE 

The last 1SR experiment R704 pioneered a new technique of observing cc P 
states' 3 6). They produce them directly in pp annihilation, scanning the beam 
energy over the expected mass region. Their scans of the Xc 3 Pj and 3 Pi, 
shown in Figure S, are quite impressive. The Xc states are identified by their 
decay to lip, td-»e +e", The fitted masses are3511.4±0.6 and 3S56.8±0.6 MeV. 
The 1SR beam gives them a mass resolution of —0.3 MeV, allowing them to 
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Figure 5. R704 P states, (a) pp—iip cross section in 3 P 2 region. The plot 
contains 56 candidates, with an estimated background < 2. (b) 3 Pi region, 
with 32 candidates, < 2 background, (c) e + e~ mass for 3 Pj candidates, (d) 
for *P] candidates. 

measure the total widths of these states, which were discussed in the previous 
section and Table V. These results were obtained with only a few weeks running 
tune. More data would certainly improve the width measurements. 

We still have no definite evidence for a 'Pi state. Most calculations put 
this state within a few MeV of the 3Pcagi and a deviation from this would cause 
an uproar, The bt state might be see-able in the decay T"-t7rsr 'PJ , but so far 

j no experiment has enough resolution times T" data. In the cc case, kinematics 
and quantum numbers conspire to give us no reasonable way of producing thiB 
state at e+e~ machines. 

The R704 scan for the 'Pi suffered from lack or time. They could not 
get as much data, especially olf-resonance, as one would like for this Important 
discovery. Since the fil> decay is forbidden, they used cuts designed to accept 

j decays to *"$ or n,09r(V, They required identified e 4 e" , and no other charged 
tracks. Their acceptance is good for e 4 e~ masses above 2.3 GeV. With 710 

inb"' of data at the expected 'Pi position (3524-3527 MeV) they obtained 5 
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events with e + e~ masses in the J/I/J region, and none with e* e" masses between 
2.3 and 2.6 GeV (Figure 5d). The main background is expected to be non-
resonant ir°tj} production. To study this, they collected 300 nb~' to either 
side of the expected mass (3519-3524 and 3527-3531) and found no candidates. 
Using as additional "background" their 3 P 1 data 1 removing the events identified 
as it/' and applying their 'Pi selection criteria, they also find no candidates. 
They derive an upper limit of 2 background events (90% C.L.j among their 
5 candidates at 3524-3527 MeV. As the 1SR is now permanently shutdown, 
they can't get any more data there. LEAR is at too low an energy, but the 
Fermilab p accumulator may be a suitable place to continue this promising line 
of experimentation. 

2,7 PERSPECTIVES ON HEAVY QUARKS 
The non-relativistic potential model for heavy quarks is now slighty over 10 

years old. It was born'0' approximately simultaneously with the J/0 and i[>' par
ticles, and grew up with the cc family as it increased to include Xt and rjc states. 
Investigations soon began on how to calculate the spin-dependence' 4 1' 1 1' 7' 4 2'. 
The situation was confused by the observation'4 3 ) of the now-deceased x(3455) 
and the X(2800), early candidates for the i}[ and ijc. By 1979 there was enough 
high-precision data' 4 4' available to fix the Xc and rjc at their present positions, 
where they reside in happy agreement with model calculations using a Coulomb 
plus scalar confining potential. The V>'-»7Xctransition rates were a factor-of* 
two problem, which was solved by calculating'7'2 2' the relativistie corrections 
to the cc wave functions. 

The discovery of the T family in 1977 was welcomed as an Independent test 
of the potential model, especially of its flavor-independence, and in a regime 
where relativiBtic corrections are smaller. First measurements'2' of the Xb 
states gave results which did not agree too well with the scalar confinement form 
which worked so well for the Xe states. Nevertheless, recent clarifying work' 1 5' 
has brought the followers of bags, strings, and Wilson loops into agreement 
that the the confining force should be scalar. New measurements'3'5' of the xt> 
states, presented at this conference, now bring them Into good agreement with 
this expectation. 

One remaining problem in the cc system is the hadronic widths of the Xe 
states, which are much larger than predicted. That this is due to relativiBtic ef
fects distorting the wave functions has been speculated, but not demonstrated. 
The less relativiBtic Xb states have widths in good agreement with expecta
tions. However these calculations, like those of the T width, are subject to 
large theoretical uncertainties in the QCD corrections. Since we are more in
terested in QCD theory than in potential modek, it would be nice if these t 
calculations could be straightened out. I am told this would be very difficult. 
The solution to the theory-model dilemma may be on the way from another; 
direction, which is also very difficult: that of lattice gauge calculations, whichj 
are gradually achieving greater reliability. I 

The T family seems to he a good compromise between cC, which is some-: 
what too light for reliable calculations, and the top system which, wherever| 
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Figure 6 . CUSBe+e" -> hadrons. (a) Coupled channel fit'2', (b) Contribu
tions to (a) from B, B' ,B„B; . 

It is, will be even more difficult experimentally. Recent work has helped con
siderably to clarify both the experimental and theoretical view of heavy quark 
systems, and I hope this trend will continue. 

3. OTHER HEAVY STATES 

a.l HIGHER MASS UPSILON STATES 

CLEO<4S) and CUSB' 4 0' have scanned the region above the T(4S) and 
found evidence for higher mass T's. CUSB has performed a coupled channel 
fit to their data (Figure 6), including significant effects from T(5S), T(6S), 
and the various BJ^BJ^ thresholds. With so much activity expected from 
"normal" sources in this region, it will unfortunately be very difficult to obtain 
information on predicted bog states' 4 7' . 

3.2 B \ F - , D " , AND MAYBE O" 

Last year CUSB obtained evidence for a B" meson SO MeV above the 
B ( 4 B \ It was observed in the inclusive photon spectrum of hadronk events 
taken s i center-of-mess energies above 10.6 GeV. In a second analysis, they 
use the semi-leptonk decay of the B to increase the signal to background ratio 
by 4 (at an expense of a factor of 10 in statistics) by requiring a > 1 GeV 
electron. The resulting photon spectra'3) are shown in Figure 7. The signal 
baa a significance of lo in the total inclusive sample and 4.4a in the electron-
tagged sample. The number of B"'s per non-continuum event are l.S±0.3 and 
1 .S±0,5 in the two samples, and the photon energy corresponds to a B" - B mass 
difference of 52,5±2±4 MeV, Since the B's are not identified in this analysis, it 
is not known if this mass difference applies to charged or neutral B's, or, most 
likely, to both, 

ARGUS has available for this conference evidence for a D" meson at 
24214:7 MeV, shown in Figure 8. Since it is seen in B-jets, it is d'nnuwed more 
fully In David Saxon's review of jet fragmentation at this conference. 
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Figure 7. CUSB B" signal'21 (a) in inclusive pi oton speclra for 10.77 < E r m 

< 10,89 GeV (4.7o, Sl±2±5 MeV). (b) for 10.985 < E c m < 11.255 GeV (3.9a, 
53±2±5 McV). {<•) in lepton-lagged events. 

M(D*+s-) - M(D'+) (GaV/e1) 
Figure S. ARGUS D" signal. 

The LASS collaboration has reported'56' at this conference a Aa signal in 
Ka'" at 2.20 GeV. This is one of the expected decay channels for an fl", and is 
in the expected mass range. The collaboration has only analysed the first half 
or their huge data sample (108 events, 5nb~'). As (he second hair should be 
ready within a few months, it would be wise to watt until then before getting 
excited. 

These Qq meBons provide a new spectroscopy where the potential model 
can be tested. Rather than go into that here, I take a very phenomonological 
view in the following. 
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Table VI . Qq Meson Masses 

Meson Mass in MeV Decay Experiment 
B' 

B* 

B + 52.5±2±4 
S274±2±2 
5271 ± 2 ± 2 

B-y 
0—*-+ 

CUSB' 4 8 ' 
CLEO<4B> 
CLEO' 4*' 

F-

F 

F + 1 4 4 ± 9 ± 7 
r + 140±8±10 

2113 ±8 
1071 ± 2 

FT 

^7r,̂ 37r,KK7r 

ARGUS' 8 0 ' 
T P C ' 8 1 ' 
average 
average'"' 

D" 

D'° 
D* 
DO 

2010.1 ±0.7 
2007.2 ±2.1 
1869.4 ±0.6 
1864.7 ±0.6 

!l! 

Combining all the vector-pseudoscalar mass differences for mesons con
taining a light quark, one finds an amazingly regular pattern for the hyperfine 
splittings^ 

* * - » * =.57 MeV a 

K" 2 - K* 
D'*-D* 
f ' _ p* 
B"* - B* 

=.56 
=.5S 
=.58±.04 
=.55±.04 

The pattern is broken for cases where there is SU(3) octet-singlet mixing: 

or where both quarks are heavy: 
if - n* =.70±.04 
Wf-WY =.67±.04 

There are explanations for this'**'. Nevertheless I am still amazed it actually 
works from 5 GeV all the way down to the * mass. Certainly the light quark 
systems will prove to be much more difficult in the rest of my talk. 
3.3 SEARCH FOR HEAVY PARTICLES IN RADIATIVE T DECAYS 

Last summer the Crystal Ball reported'"' evidence for a narrow resonance 
at 8.3 GeV, which they called the f. It appeared as a 4o peak in the inclusive 
photon spectrum T-»<y+hadrons, and again with 2a in an independent sample 
selected for low multiplicity. The CESR and DORIS experiments have now 
collected 2-3 times the original data samples, and no signal is seen'**'. The 
upper limits for T-*"ft are near 0,1%, substantially below the original Crystal 
Ball value of -0,5%. 

The same T data samples can be used to look for T--"f+Higgs. The AR
GUS and CUSB data cover the largest mass range. Their results are compared 
in Figure 9 to the Wilzcek'*8' Standard Model calculation of T-»7+Higgs. This 
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Figure 9. (a) CUSB preliminary upper limit on BR(T— 1 -4 narrow state). 
The lower line is the Wilzcek BR(T-> i -+ Higgs). (b) ARGUS upper limit on 
p = B R ( T - T + narrow state) / Wllxcck BR(T-> i t Higgs). (c) B R ( T -
1 + Higgs) / BR(T~>^/i) of Wilzcek (L) and (A)-(B) after QCD and mixing 
corrections1""', (d) CUSB upper limit for T—> i 4 narrow state compared to 
the expected T-»7»?b- The i)\, is expected to be 20-100 MeV below the T, 

calculation does not include QCD corrections and mixing effects'80' which re
duce the rate by about a factor of 2. Thus the available data is not yet sensitive 
enough to rule out Standard Higgs production in T decays. The limits are in
teresting in models with two Higgs doublets, where BR(T-t-fH) can be larger 
than In the standard one-doublet model 1 0 1'. 

3.4 THE ((2.2) IN RADIATIVE Ijijt DECAYS 

Two years ago the Mark 111 collaboration reported'0 2' a ~7o signal in 
radiative J/ty' decays for a heavy narrow resonance decaying into KK, which 
they named the £. The reported mass and width were 2220±1S±20 McV 
and 30±1S±20 MeV respectively, with a branching ratio $->i£, £-*K+K~ of 
(8±2±2)xI0" s . Subsequent re-evaluation of thai data' 0 3' 0'" yielded a statis
tical significance of 4.6a and the revised parameters M = 2218±3±10 MeV, 
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r<40 MeV (95% C.L.), and branching ratio (3.8il.3±0.9)xl0 B . 
Their observation of this signal relied heavily on making maximum use 

or the advantages or their detector (summarized in Table VII). To eliminate 
ir+?r~ background they required that each "K" be within 2.5a of the expected 
TOF for a kaon, and be closer to the expected TOF of a kaon than to that of 
a pion. A kinematic fit to the T ( K + K - state, imposing energy and momentum 
conservation, improves the mass resolution for the £ from ~30 to - 1 0 MeV, and 
also removes some backgrounds. The resulting efficiency is about 30% in the ( 
region. The main background there comes from K + K - J T ° events (domlnantly 
KK") with a missing 7. 

The Mark III collaboration has three sets of ij\ji data. In the 1982 sample 
: of 0.8 million J/^'s, the { appears 40 MeV higher in mass than in the 1983 
j sample (1.8 million J/Vi's) ( 6 3 ). This shift is outside the systematic error of 10 
i MeV and no explanation has been found. However the 1982 data was the first 
; physics data taken with the new detector, and the 1983 sample does have higher 
. statistics. The 1985 sample or 3.3 million J/^'s was not ready to present at 
: this conference, due to problems with the TOF and drift chamber resolutions. 
: Results were presented' 6 6' at the later S1AC and Kyoto conferences, 
: ' firming the existence of the £(2.2) in the new Mark III data. 

The DM2 collaboration (eo' has analysed 8.7 million 0 decays. They see 
• evidence for the {(2.2), and place upper limits BR(^-»7f, £-»K + K~) < 
,2 x l O - 8 (95% C.L.) assuming a % width nairow compared to their mass 

resolution of 12 MeV. They achieve this mass resolution via a kinematic fit, as 
does Mark III. DM2 also use the fit to remove pion backgrounds by requiring 
that Mch event fit the TTK +K~ hypothesis but not the -jir+*~ one. This cut 
against ir+ir~ reduces their efficiency a higher manses, and is a cut not made 
by Mark III. Another difference is in the TOF requirement; DM2 requires only 
that one of the two charged tracks be compatible with TOF expected of a kaon. 
One would expect this to give them more background above 2 GeV than Mark 
III has, This is not evident in Figure 10. However it is not possible to compare 
backgrounds without knowing the efficiencies. That of DM2 drops a factor of 
2 between 2 and 2.5 GeV. In any case, a properly computed upper limit takes 
all this into account. 

DM2 has also analysed ^-"rXsKs, shown in Figure 10c. Here their KK 
, mass resolution is 11 MeV, An iBoscalar ( would have equal branching ratios to 

K+K- and K°K°. The peak evident in the 2.2 GeV region is one bin (30 MeV) 
too low to be the (. Using that bin anyway to calculate their upper limit, and 
correcting for K s Ks/K 0 K°= 1/2, DM2 obtains BR(^-.- T{, €-.K°K°) <2J0 
x l 0 ~ 5 (95% C.L., assuming zero width). 

It is unlikely, but not totally inconceivable, that 3.8-1.3-0.9 <:l.2. If both 
I experiments are right, something has to give. One Interesting variable is the 
; width of the £ which Is assumed to be sero In the DM2 limit. Given the interest 
'< in this state (possible explanations include Higgs with enhanced hadronic decay, 
! high-spin ss state, giuebatl decaying preferably to ss), one hopes that a definite 
; resolution to the experimental conflict can be found soon. 
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Table VII. Mark III and DM2 DeUctors. 

Mark III DM2 
charged tracking 

momentum resol. at 1 GeV 
for solid angle 

2.1% 
85% 

3.5% 
87% 

shower counters 
energy resol. at 1 GeV 
position resol. in <j> 
position resol. in 0 
solid angle 

18% 
7 mrad 

20 rarad 
93% 

35% 
10 mrad 
7 mrad 

70« 
Time-Of-Flight system 

time resolution 
TT/K separation 
solid angle 

190 ps 
2D at 1.0 GeV 

80% 

540 ps 
3D- at 0.45 GeV 

i . i a. a.s i . 
KCS.-MS MASS <3CY/C«2I 

1.2 1.6 2 0 2 4 

Figure 10. V-^KK. (a) Mark III K+K" mass spectrum*04), (b) DM2 
K+K- spectrum, (c) °M2 K SK S spectrum <08>. 
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4. THE E(1420) AND THE t(1480) 

The E(1420) and the ((1460) are both KKJT resonances but, as their names 
indicate, have been regarded as different resonances. This is partly on the basis 
of the slightly higher mass and width of the i; 

M(i) = 1458 ± 6, r(t) = 97 ± 13 MeV 
M(E) = 1418±4, r(E) = 5 2 ± 5 M e V . 

I don't find this evidence overwhelming, since the mass difference is within the 
i width. There are other particles such as the p which appear with different 
masses in different reactions. 

The main differentiation conies from the evidence of their spins and decays. 
The experiments which observe the t in radiative iji> decay agree on assigning 
it J P =Q~, with indications for ix substructure in the KKsr decay. The E 
is more controversial. It was first assigned J p = 0 ~ by a pp experiment*67'. 
Later w'p experiments'68' gave it J p i = l + , including a recent high statistics 
jr 4p experiment'6 9}. Now an even higher statistics ir~p experiment' 1 0' 7 1' has 
measured J P (E) = 0". The decay channel also changes from K'K (and Its 
charge conjugate, which will always be implied in the following) to £*. 

If this latest result is the correct one, it is possible that the E and t are 
the same particle. In the following I will review the state of our knowledge or 
these resonances. Section 4.1 deals with the KR* channel, which provides the 
strongest evidence for the E and the t, and is used for the spin determinations. 
Section 4.2 cavers the confusing n»jr channel, and section 4.3 the 7P, pp, and 
uu enhancements. Finally in 4.4 I try to draw some conclusions on where we 
stand with the E and t. 

, 4.1.1 «V - » 1 1 , t -* KR* 
A K s K * * 7 resonance was first seen in radiative J/V> decays at ~1440 MeV 

by the Mark II' 7*'. Speculation began at once that this state 3s a glueball, 
since it is the largest radiative 3/tl> decay (except for tl>-*fr;C} which doesn't 
require cE annihilation). The KK are produced preferentially with low mass, 
as though the decay were i-»ftr, tf-»KK. The Crystal Ball<73) confirmed this, 
and performed a spin parity analysis in 100 MeV bins of the K +K~ir° final 
state using the isobar model, where all decays are assumed.to be via a two 
body intermediate state, i.e. fir or K"K. They included J p = 0" and 1 + , 
and KRJT phase space. The peak occurs in the fisr(0~) channel, and the K'K 
contribution is small and flat. 

The D M 2 ( M ) and Mark III' 7 4' collaborations have now measured 0 - n i , 
t—»KK?r with higher statistics. Whereas the earlier mass and width measure 
ments were consistent with those of the established E meson, the new ones are 
higher (Table VIII). This might be because they have higher statistics and are 
simply better. It might also be that the earlier measurements were biased by 
the low mass KK cuts used. Mark III' 7 4) observe a 14±7 MeV downward shift 
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Tabic VIII. Properties of i in Radiative 1/tj) Decay. 

Branching ratios ^-->"j( are for a spin 0 t, which gives a 1 + cos 2 8 distribution. 
The i decay ratios assume the i has ]=0 and thus (6jr)° = j£°tf° + Iff**', and 
( K K i f = iKsK+Tr* + ^ K L K * * * + iR+K-j r 0 + iK°K°7r°. C = + gives 
K°K°7r° = JKsKsJT0 + i K L K L J r a . Masses and widths are in MeV. Upper 
limits are 90% confidence level. 

Mark 11 Crystal Ball Mark III DM2 
References 72 73, 75, 76 74,77 66 
no. of t—iKsK*^ events 
no. of i—'K^K'ir" events 

- 8 5 
174±30 

340±18 
402±20 

798±36 
374±46 

Mass in KKJT 

Width 
for M(KK) 

144011? 
50i™ 
<1050 

1440+5° 

<1125 

1456±5±6 
95±10±15 

<1320 

1460±3±8 
100il2±15 

<13S0 
j P C 0"+ Tor 

isobar anal. 
o-+ consistent 

with 0"+ 
B(I/J—•)*, L - K K J T ) xlO 3 4.3±1.7 4.0±0.7±1.0 5.0±0.3±0.8 4.1±0.6±0.9 
B(i/)-7D, D-IVRTT) x lO 3 

BU-+1T)') xlO 3 

B(i/i—)n) xlO 3 

<0.7 
4.1±0.3±0.6 

0.9±0.1 
4.7±0.2±0.7 
0.9±0.2±0.2 

4.7±0.5±1.0 
0.8±0.1±0.2 

i-.K-K/(K-K + 6*r,6-KK) 
I - K - K / K K T T 

for M(KKTT) 

<0.25 

140O-15OD 
<0,35 

1200-1600 
t-»i;jnr/ KKTT 
I - ( « T T , *-.n7r) /KKTT 

<1.1 <0.5 <0.26 
<0.14 

J/V_)K;K ? T-

MfK\K*)< 1,3S 

-,¥—&—•*—a—t—in—A 
IKj Kl P l i l MASS IGEV/C—71 

£j M 

IK; KH MASS ICEV/C»2) 

Figure 11. DM2 ^ i HslS***' 0 0 ' . (a) K s K * ^ mass spectrum, (b) 
M(KK) for 1.3 < MfKsK***) < 1.6 GeV for data (histogram), and projections 
of i —» Car and KKsr phase space. 
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in the i mass, but only 10±14 MeV in the width, when they impose M(KK) 
<U25 MeV. 

The I'S production in radiative J/0 decay implies C=+. Its relative branch-
' Ing ratios! 8 6- 7 4) into KsK***, K + K"ir 0 , and KgKs* 0 are consistent with 1=0, 

but also with I=1,I 3=0. 
Overall 1=0, C=+ limits the KR subsystem to 1=1, J p c = 0 + + [L=0) , 

2 + + , . . . . The possibilities for the KKir total J p c become for K E ( 0 4 + ) : 
0 -+ (U=0) , 1 + + , 2 - * , . . . . and for KK(2++): 2"+, 1++, 2++, 3++ 
Thus for all angular momenta 0 we would gel KK»r(0 - +) with the KK being 
0 + + , 1=1 (e.g. S). Production of spin 1 mesons IB expected to be suppressed in 
V> -* igg, since spin 1 coupling to two massless gluons is forbidden by Yang's 
theorem'8 9', 2 + 4 is expected ' 7 B ' to dominate ^ -» Tgg. 

DM2 and Mark III have analyzed the spin parity of the t with a three body 
helicity formalism'79', which is independent or quasi two body decays. They 
find consistency with J p ( t ) = 0 _ , and Mark III"'4) finds that 1 + and 1~ have 
relative likelihoods <10 3 and 10~° respectively. Nobody has yet tested the 
possibility of spin 2. 

The KK mass distribution in t-tKKn is fit much better by a 6 than by 
phase space (Figure 11), The 0 + + I is a not very well understood particle. It 
appears as a narrow resonance in IJJT and as a step in KK. This strange behavior 
can be explained by its proximity to the KR threshold, and Flatte gives a two 
channel parameterisation of the fi'80'. However it does make the branching 
ratios difficult to measure, and they are not very well known'1 9'; KK/I?JT= 
0.2S - 4.2. It IB also possible that the 6 is mora complicated than a normal 
single pole resonance'81), or that there is no S in t decays, but rather a final 
state Kft interaction'*2' that creates the observed low mass KK enhancement. 

Upper limits for t-fK'K are given in Table VIII. That from Mark III is 
measured In the region of the Dalitss plot which is unaffected by the S. 

The 1 + + D(12S5), which also-decays to KRJT, is not seen in radiative ij\j) 
decays; an upper limit is given in Table VIII. 
4.1.2 PRODUCTION OF E - . KK* IN HADRON COLLISIONS 

The experiments which have performed spin parity analyses of E-*KRff 
are summarized in Table IX. 

The first of these' 0 7' observed pp at rest -» EJMT. They determined 1=0, 
C=+ by comparing different charge combinations of KKtr. They observed a 
low mass enhancement of the KK subsystem, which prefers J p (KK)=0 + . That 
assignment leaves J p = 0", 1+, 2 ~ , . . . as possibility for the E. Comparing 
the first three of these to their observed mass distributions, they found 0" 
prefered. The 1 + + D(1285) was not seen in this experiment. 

The most recent experiment has been performed at BNL with 8 GeV/c jr~ 
and 6.5 GeV/c p beams'™'71'. They observe JT" p - • KSK^JT' n and p p -> 
KsK*** + anything. The E and D we both seen in both rr- and p samples. 
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Table IX. Spin Results on E -»KSK*JT T in Hadrcnic Collisions. 

Experiment 

Reference 
Process 

beam energy 

81 cm HBC 
CERN 

67 

2 m HBC 
CERN 

68 

0 ' spectr. 
CERN WA76 

69 

MPS spectr. 
BNL-AGS 

71,85 

Experiment 

Reference 
Process 

beam energy 

PP—ETTW 

at rest 

7r~p-»E n 

3.95 GeV/c 

x"*p-+ir+E p 
p p-»p E p 
85 GeV/c 

jr~p-»E n 
pp—E + X 
8 GeV/c * -
6.5 GeV/c p 

E mass (MeV) 

E width 

1425±7 

80±10 

1426±6 

40±15 

1425±2 

62±5 

w~: 1421±2 
p: 1416±5 
sr": 60±10 
J>: 80±30 

no. events 
in E peak 
background 

~800 

-70 

152±25 

-200 

-1000 

-500 

»": -2000 
p: -700 

ff-: -2000 
p: -1400 

Isospin 0 0 
JPO(E) 

for M(KRTT) 
o-+ 

1360-1460 
,++ 

1390-1470 
l++f~7%0-) 

1370-1490 
o-+ 

20 MeV bins 
J p ' s in fit 
Kftsr P.S. 
Flatted 

D-,1+,2-
no 

0 - , l * , 2 * 
yes 
yes 

0",1+ 
T 

yes 

o - \ i + ± , i - + 
yes 
yes 

E-^ir/KR* -0 .5 0.02±0,OZ dominant 
E-.K*K/KR* ~0.5 O.86±0.12 0.98 present 

Table X. Partial Waves for Isobar Analysis of KRJT and i ) i i , 

l 3*a= o-+ 1++ 1+- 1-+ 
K'K 0,1 p S(D) S(D) P 
in 0,1,2 s p -
tn 0 s p - -
tp 1 - - 9 -

A Daliti plot analysis of their •— data with Zemacb amplitudes , B 3 ,was pre
sented last y e a r , M ) . Now a fall partial wave analysis has been completed' 7 0' 7". 
This is not a Dalits plot fit; the full information is used by describing each event | 
by two masses and three angles. In each 20 MeV M(Kftjr) bin a maximum 
likelihood fit is made to an incoherent background plus the in and K'K waves 
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listed in Table X. The two channel parameterization of Flatlfi'80' was used for 
6-+KR. The results are shown in Figure 12. 

1 + + (Figure 12c) is dominant at the D(1285) mass, where they say it 
is mostly in possibly with a considerable amount of destructively interfering 
K'K. At higher masses the 1 + + is said to be mostly K'K. It exhibits a sharp 
rise at the K'K threshold and is the dominant contribution to KKJI above that. 
Note that this threshold is in the middle of the "E* bin used by most other 
experiments. 

The 0 ~ + (Figure 12b) exhibits a peak at ~1410 MeV, and they say it 
makes up at least 70% of the E(1420) peak. Here 6n is dominant, with a 
significant contribution from K'K and strong constructive interference between 
them (Figure 12g,h,i). The K"K(0"+) and interference seem to peak at slightly 
higher mass than the 6ir(0~+). 

The K'K( l + ~) wave (Figure J2d) also shows a peak at about 1400 MeV, 
I of the same magnitude as that in £ff(0" + ). The decision as to whether the 0"* 
' or 1 + " is resonating depends largely on the phase differences plotted in Figure 

]2j-m. They are consistent with a 0~ + resonance with M=1402, T=47 MeV 
(shown by dotted lines in Figure 12), but due to the 0-2? wrap-around, are 
also consistent with smooth behavior. The relative phase motion of K ' K ( 1 + + ) 

' and K' K ( l + _ ) is smooth, indicating that either both or neither are resonant 
\ in the E region. The BNL group decide in favor of 0 - + . 
; No partial wave analysis of the BNL p data is available, but a Dalitz plot 
! analysis has been performed*711 (Figure 13). Also here there is a0 _ + peak , but 

the l + ~ contribution is small and flat. The 1 + H is about half the amplitude of 
I the 0 ~ + at tbe E, but has no peak there. The larger phase space contribution 
j is presumably due to background, which is larger in the p sample than in the 
i J T " . 

The presence of a K"K(l + + ) step in the JT~ data but not in the p is 
consistent with the preliminary results reported at Moriond in 1984' 8 5'. There 
are pronounced K' bands in the KKir Dalitz plot in and above the £ region 
for the sr~ data. This indicates that at least some of the K* in the E region 
is due to the background (in agreement with the 1 + + wave measured above). 
The p data doesn't have K" bands in the background region, and they may be 
tees pronounced in the E region. (Note that K" bands near threshold can be 
simulated by the kinematic motion of the 6 in these plots' 7 0).) 

A puzzle is introduced by noting that a cut requiring low KK mass (which 
is where the K'bands cross) strongly reduces the E peak in the p data, but 
not in the jr~ data. The D region a only little affected in either case. The 
measured fractions of resonance events having M(KK) <1050 MeV are: 

D E 
*- beam 0.83±0.05 0.67±0.05 
p beam 0.74±0.05 0.38±0.04 

Thus it Beems that the "E" meson produced in JT~ p is different than that in pp, 
although they have the same J p and mass. Perhaps this could be explained by 
interference with the background? Note that their spin analysis of the p data 
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Figure 12. BNL-MPS spin parity analysis of !r-p-.(K sK*Jr ; p)n t r o' T''' (a) 
full KsK^r* mass spectrum, (b)-(h): Acceptance corrected contributions 
of the labelled waves, i stands fin- o>, and K' for K'K. (i) contribution of 
c > ( 0 - + ) and K"K(0- +) interference, (j)-(m) Relative phaseB * of the labelled 
waves. Here the notation !B 3vaW, where M is the third component of the 
•pin in the Gottfried Jackson frame and q is the eigenvalue of the reflection 
operator in the production plane. 
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(Figure 13) does not extend down to the D region, so we are not sure that this 
is the 1 + + D(1285) and not the0"+ rj(1275)(BO>. 

Experiment .WA76>M> at the CERN SPS used the n' spectrometer with 
an 85 GeV/c mixed pion and proton beam on a hydrogen target to study 
the exclusive reaction (»r+or p) p -»(-r +or p) K s K ± 5r T p. The experiment 
is designed to enhance double (pomeron) exchange graphs; thus the observed 
Kftfl are mainly in the central region (XF<0 .25) , They observe peaks at the 
D(1285) and the E(1420), with essentially flat acceptance in this region. The p 
and TT+ samples show similar behavior in the Dalits plots, so they are combined. 
Tbey use an .Bobar model and the Zemach tensor method*83' to make maximum 
likelihood fits to the Dalits; plots. They teat their Flaiti S parameterisation 
in the D region. They obtain J P (D) = 1+ and a good description, of the KK 
mass distribution, but do not give the 6x and K'K fiactions. For the E they 
perform the fit in the M(KRJT) bin 1370 to 1490 MeV. They find the 0~ wave 
to be small (—7%). Assuming there is a single resonance in this bin, 1 + iB 
prefered over 0" with log likelihoods 410 and 321 respectively. The 1 + is 98% 

| K'K, with (2±2)% e"ir. 

The earlier experiment of Dhmisi et a/.' 8 8' studying 3.95 GcV/c n~p-> 
(KsK***) n also found K ' K ( 1 + + ) for the E meson, with lower statistics. 
ID a later experiment'87' with 4.2 GeV/e K" p -»(K sK xar?) A tbey found 
evidence for a second K*K(1+) resonance at 1526±6 MeV with a width of 
107±lfi MeV (Figure 14). They claim that this meson, which they call the 
D r , fits the SU(3) i + + nonet better than does the E(1420). This channel 
favors sS meson production over ufi, and thus D' over D. This 1530 resonance 
is an interesting candidate for the partner of the D, but needs confirmation 
by another experiment, preferably one at somewhat higher energy, so that the 
non-resonant background can be better determined. They do not mention in 
their paper what SU(3) assignment they want to give the E, which they observe 
in this experiment with about 1/4 the strength of the D'. 
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Figure 14 (a) D' in K - p - K s K ^ A a t 4.2 GeV/c' 8 7 ' . The shaded his-
Ingram is events in forward hemisphere. The curve is fit to polynomial back
ground + D(1270) + E(1420) -*• D'(]530). (b) Lepton-F upper limit for E 
production in ir~ p-»K + K~ jr"n at 32.5 G e V / c ( M ) . (c) Lepton-F E signal in 
K - p - K ' K - ^ Y at 32.S GeV/c. 

The Lepton-F spectrometer at 1HEP Serpukhov has also been used to 
study D and E production with n" and K" beams, at. a considerably higher 
beam energy of 32.5 GeV/c*8"1. They have no spin determinations, but com
pare production cross sections to the SU(3) expectations for 1 + + D and E. 
Using the K"1 K ' J T 0 channel, they observe the D in their IT" data and measure 

ff(jr p -• En) 
ff(ir~p-» Dn) 

< 0.05, 

Which restricts the D-E SU(3) mixing angle to within 13° of ideal mixing (E 
«= pure sB), if they belong to the same nonet. It is strange that the E is 
relatively suppressed here but produced in approximately equal rate with the 
D in the lower energy *~ p experiments'0*'71' and in the high energy p p 
experiments!0"**"). 

They observe the E in their K~ data (again without spin determination) 
and measure 

q (K-p- .EY) 
e-(K-p-.En) ' 

which supports the sS assigment of the E. They do not sec the D or the D'(l 526). 

In conclusion one must admit that confusion still reigns in the bodronicallv j 
produced E-»KRir sector. Not all of these experiments can be right if they arc ' 
all seeing the some E meson. (Interestingly enough, there Is no controversy 
over the 1 + + Sir nature of the D(1285)!) 
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The BNL experiment has some internal confusion raised by the sensitivity 
>f the p-produced E to a "6" cut, and by the presence of a 1420 peak in the 1 + ~ 
partial wave. However their surprising results on the K" K threshold, which can 
Jwily be obtained by using fine M(KKir) binning in the partial wave analysis, 
.demonstrates that we cannot rely on results from previous experiments which 
'place the whole E region in one bin. 

Partial wave analyses can be very tricky, since they require the data to 
'choose between a limited set of alternatives (isobars). Perhaps none of them 
is right. An error in the resonance parameterisation can make the fil reject 
the "right" answer. Any involvement with the f-»KK is especially suspect, 
even if unavoidable. The c j 2 L + I threshold factors might not be right. It is 
interesting to notice that both H{0~) and K"K{1+) have L-0. A slight error 
In the efficiency can also favor one partial wave over another. 
| The higher statistics to be accumulated by the BNL experiment will be 
ivery welcome. Independent confirmation by another experiment with different 
efficiency biases is perhaps even more important. It would be interesting to see 
{what happens to the 0' result ir the E region is divided into two bins, to either 
side of the K'K step seen at BNL. For the time being, 1 feel we must at least 
be open to the possibility tfrat the hadronically produced E has J p c = 0 ~ '. 

4.1.3 SOME COMMENTS ON SU(3) CONSIDERATIONS 

Arguments based on SU(3) for the 1 + + nonet are difficult, because it 
Is not only the E which is on shaky ground. The mesons belonging to this 
nonet have long been believed to be those shown in Table XI. However some 
measurements!90) find a considerably lower A] mass of 1041 MeV. The mass 
.or the 1 + 4 QA and the l + _ QB depend on the mixing between the physical 
Ql and Qj 1 + states. Thus it si very difficult to apply the Gell-Mann Okubo 
meson mass formula 4MJ0 = Mjj„ + 3M|, which becomes 

4Af£ = M\ + 3(M£sin 2fl + Af |cos z 0) . 

More naively, If the D were pure uu and dd, and the E ss, one would expect 
the E to be about 300 MeV above the D (in good agreement with the E being 
; replaced by the D'(1530)); mixing could reduce this difference closer to the D-E 
rvalue. An SU(3) analysis which also uses the information from decay widths is 
'performed In reference 87. 
; A 0 ~ + E/t(1440) would be a candidate for the radially excited 0 ~ 4 nonet 
.(Table XII) but by no means is thfa compelling. The other candidates for this 
inonet are also not very well cstablbhed, and the given collection of states do 
ijnot exhibit the right mass relations for an SU(3) nonet'" 3'. 

I'AAA OTHER PRODUCTION OF E / t - KKw 

' Mark 111 has investigated!9" the channels v — u Kit* and i> — 4> KKr. 
LiThey see a 4.6o peak recoiling against the ui, with a mass of 1449±8 and width 

fjbetween IS and 100 MeV (90% C.L.). No peak is seen in the KKr recoiling 
p j 

m 2° 



Table XI. Candidates for 1 + + qq Nonet. 

meson mass width isospin quark content main decay 
A, 1275±28 316±45 1 ud, etc. PJT 

QA = mixture of: 

Qi 
1406±11 
1270±10 

184 ±9 
90±20 

1/2 
1/2 
1/2 

us, etc. 
us, etc. 
us, etc. 

K-ff 
Kp 

D 1283±5 26±5 0 uu,dd OTT ^ IJ3T3T 

E? 
orD'? 

1418±10 
1526±6 

52±10 
107±1S 

0 
0 

mostly si 
mostly si 

K-K 
K-K 

Table XII. Candidates for 0 _ + qq Nonet. 

meson mass width ieospin quark content main decay 
TT(1300) ~1300 200-600 1 ud, etc. pjr 
K(13&) ~1350 ~250 1/2 us, etc. Kn 
n(l275) 1279±5 68±12 0 uu,dd,si Sit —• rjirir 

E/t? 1420/1460 50/100 0 uu,dd,ss Sir - KKJT 

against <t>. Assuming the KKT state has isospin 0, they correct for the unseen 
charge combinations to get 

B( V -» w X(1450), X - KKTT) =(8 ± 3 ± 2) x 1 0 - 4 

B( V -» * X(1450), X - . KKJT) <2.3 x 1 0 - 4 . 

Present statistics are not sufficient for a spin parity analysis of this KKir signal. 
A qq meson which is seen with u but not with (f> would be expected be mostly 
uu and dd. Therefore it is unlikely to be the traditional si 1 + + E (if there is 
one). Mark III find'91'92) that a picture of r), i}', and glueball t mixing can 
describe their $ —» VP data, where V = />, u, ij>, K* and P = ir, >;, i}', K, i. 

The JADE group at PETRA reports'0 3' seeing a 1490x30 MeV resonance 
in the channel KsK**^ in their study of ~36 GeV e + e " -» hadrons. They 
have 13 events in the peak, over a background of 6 events. 

Upper limits for t production in two photon production have been set by 
TASSO<94'and Mark ll(BB> at Tnl{i) B(I->KKJT) <2.2 (9S% C.L.) and 2 keV 
(90% C.L.) respectively. Here we are presumably only concerned with the (. or 
a spin 0 E, as production of spin 1 is suppressed in two photon reactions. 
4.2.1 j> - » 1 1 , i —> IJT"T ? 

]f the t decays via 6x, the J/JT decay of the 6 should produce a jjsrjr decay 
mode for the t. The r/jrjr and fisr spectra shown in Figure IS show no resem- : 
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Figure 15. Mark Ul «>-«7ijirs(T',>, (a) M(»?T?r) spectrum, (b) M(i?jnr) for rjir 
in £ region. The curves were used to calculate the upper limits in Table VJJL 

blance to the Kftar spectra of Figure 11, The corresponding upper limits for 
i-**>—»** are given in Table VIII. More statistics have now been accumulated 
by Mark in, and there is still no sign of the J ' 9 " . 

However it is dangerous to make too strong conclusions on the basis of one 
mass region of a spectrum when we have no understanding of the neighboring 
regions. Other resonances, such as the >;(1275)'*0<sc) and an enhancement at 
1700 MeV'T») could be contributing and generating interference term*. If the 
i and the i/(1275) arc both radially excited qq mesons, they would be expected 
to have roughly comparable strengths in radiative J/tf» decay. It is also possible 
that the t—•rfjrrr decay occurs via two channels, 6* and ei), which Interfere 
destructively. (Here t stands for the elusive ]=Q, J * > c = 0 + + inr resonance at 
-600-800 MeV.) These questions can't be answered until a partial wave analysis 
has been made of the ifr ~* t **» channel. 

4.2.2 HADRON1C PRODUCTION OF E - nirir 7 

The reaction sr~ p -* »jr + *- n was studied at 8.45 GeV/c by Stanton tt 
oi.<lSo> at the Argonne AGS. They detected the n-»77 and the ir + and ir - . The 
nir mass plots show a significant 6 signal for M(ijsrjr) in the D region (1220-1320 
MeV), and little i elsewhere. 

They made a phase shift analysis using the t», pit, and «n isobars. Spins 
larger than I were found not to be needed. The background from non-q events 
was <17$t, and was well described by the o?(0~) wave. The analysis was done 
in 100 MeV bins, except for a few narrower bins near the D. 

The 1=0 *TT(1 +) wave (Figure 16a) has a sharp peak and rapid phase 
variation at the D(1285), and is practically 0 elsewhere. Note that experiments 
which have seen a 1 + + E meson observed it in K'K, not in fa, so it would not 
necessarily appear in this spectrum. 
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Figure 16. AGS Partial wave analysis of IT p - . (r?7r~7r ) n ( 8 C ) . (a-f) In
tensities of the labeled partial waves. The notation is ] J P . Note the laclt of 
da ta points in (d) above 1400 MeV. (g) Relative phases of 1=0 and 1=1 for, 
fi7r(l+). (h) Relative phases of bit and iri for 1=0 J r ^ 0 . (i) Total r)n+ir~ 
da t a compared to sum of D, »j(]275), 1" . and 1" curves drawn in (a)-(f), ' 
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The 1=0 6>(0~) has a broader peak at —1275 MeV with a width ~70 
MeV. This peak, which has become known as the IJ(1275), is seen with less 
significance in 1=0 tr\. The two waves are negatively interfering in this range, 
'so that the total 0~ is smaller than the *jr(0~) alone. The 0" and V* waves 
seem to be incoherent, suggesting that the D and rj(1275) are produced in 
different nucleon helicity states. The rj(127S) production in the ij7r4jr~ final 
state is about 3 times that of the D in that state. 

There is no sign of a peak at 1420 in 6ir(0~), but actually there are no 
|points drawn above 1400 MeV for that wave (Figure 16d,h). There may be a 
signal in e«(0"), and the total «jr+7r~ spectrum has an indication of a peak at 
1—1400 MeV, which is not explained by the sum of the waves. 

The same reaction has recently been studied with similar statistics by 
Ando et of.'98' at at KEK. Their beam energy is nearly the same (8 GeV/c) 

|and they also detect the n - " n . The J/TTTT mass spectrum shows a clear peak at 
1280 MeV, and a hint of structure near 1400. A V cut ( 950 <M(JJJT) <1010 

I MeV ) retains the structure but reduces the background (Figure 17). 
I Upon performing a partial wave analysis in 20 MeV M(»/7r7r) bins to 
flir(0",l+}, trj(0~,l + ), p n ( l 4 , l " ) , a more complicated picture emerges. 

The 1=0 57r(l+) spectrum shows a peak and rapid phase variation at 1280 
'MeV. The mass and width are in good agreement with those of the 1 + + D 
I meson" 8 ' . 

The 1=0 tfsrfO-} spectrum has two clear peaks, one at the position of the 
n(1275) and the other at the E. The masses are 1279±5 and 1420±6 MeV 

! respectively. The widths, which still include the ~20 MeV experimental reso
lution, are 64±22 and 31 ±26 MeV. Strong phase motion is observed at both 
masses, 

The £f}(0~) contribution is large but jagged. The total 1=0 Q~ spectrum 
has no peak at 1.42! This is because the Sir and ttj exhibit strong destructive 
interference in this region. (Here the effect has been measured, whereas it 
was only hypothesised as an explanation for the nonappearance of the i in 

High statistics results on w~p -* (iijr 0* 0) n at 100 GeV/c have been pre
sented at this conference by the GAMS collaboration'97'. Their ipr0jr° spec
trum has a peak at 1420 MeV (Figure 18a) for events with large t (-t>0.1 
GeV/c 2). When events in the E region are selected, the ijn0 mass plot shows 
a dear 6 peak (Figure 18b). Their 1420 peak in the total spectrum is larger 

; than those of the previous two experiments. The difference might be due to 
'the prohibition of i?p in this charge state. GAMS has not yet done a partial 
•wave analysis, BO can say nothing about the spin contents of their peaks. 

i The WA76 fl' spectrometer experiment, whose J p = l + determination for 
i E-»Krtjr was described above, has also analysed (* +or p) p -> (» + or p) nir + x" 
I p at 85 GeV/c<w> (Figure 19). Their n decays into jr 4 J T ir°, with the *°"seen" 
I as missing mass, l i ie missing mass plot does show a dear *° peak, with signal 
•J to background better than 1 to 1. But the combinatorics make the if peak 
i 
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Figure 18 GAMSt97> 7r"p -»ijjr°ir° n. (a) M(ij7r°7r°) for events with -t>0.1 
3eV and with AjJT0 and ft; events removed. The peaks are also evident without 
.his last cut. (b) M(i)fr°) for events in E region of (a). 

n the M(ir+jr*"jr°) spectrum nearly invisible without background subtraction. 
The tin+7t~ spectrum is made by taking as 17 all w+w~n° combinations with 
Tiass between 510 and 590 MeV, and weighting with the inverse of the number 
if combinations. It is unclear how much background results from this process. 
The final ifir+ir~ spectrum is similar to that of KEK. However the result of 
ihc phase shift analysis is completely different. WA76 sees the D and perhaps 
he E in fijr(l++), but nothing in any jir(0~) or any other 0~ channel. No 
7(1275). No E/i(1420). 
I 
B Majority vote seems to favor the n(1275) and a 0~ (1420) in the qwir chan-
iel. Unfortunately nothing more definite can be said at this lime. I will discuss 

possible differences due to production mechanisms in section 4.4, where I also 
[compare KKJT to njrjr, 
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Figure 19 WA76W» * - p - ijir+ir- n, 

4.3.1 $-> n, i-* ~yp "? 

A ip decay of a pure glueball would be surprising, but a relatively smal 
qQ admixture would be sufficient to give a respecllble branching ratio. 

- The experimental results on i -» «jp are confusing. Crystal Ball' 9 6' 
DM2' a 0 > , and Mark III' 7 4! have all seen a ip peak in radiative J/tp decays, bu' 
at *-1400 MeV and with a shoulder towards lower masses (Figure 20). Mar) 
III has shown (section 4.3.4) that phase space effects alone cannot account fo; 
such a mass shift. However, other particles may be contributing to this spec-' 
Irum besides the n'(958) and the t, for example the't)(1275) or f(1270). Fib 
with three resonances give a good description of the data, as shown In Figure 
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Figure 20. (a) Mark III i>-*i+ip^*K Fit of -rp spectrum with f(1270) + X 
gives X mass 1434 MeV. (b) DM2 ^I-»7[I;W'66'. U signal in jr+9r~)r0 mass plot 
of 7+Bjr events when other 7r+jr_7Tu is selected to be in u> region, (c) wu> mass 
spectrum. Curve is background estimated from u sidebands. 

Table Xin.tf - T X. X IP-

Crystal Ball Mark III DM2 
References 99 74 66* 
Fits with only one resonance X 
XMass (MeV) 
X Width (MeV) 
number of events in X peak 
B(«-nX,X-.ip)xiO* 

1390±25 
185+jj0 

61±15 
1.9±0.5±0.4 

1401±I8 
174±44 
123±20 

0.9±0.2±0,14 
Fits with ir(127S) + X 
XMass (MeV) 
X Width (MeV) 
number of events in X peak 
B(t>-^X,X-f7|i)xl0* 

1440 (fixed) 
55 (fixed) 

2917 
0.9±0.3±0.2 

1434±14 
133±32 
77±1S 

1.1±0.2±0.3 
B(e)-*7<., l-n4\ XlO-4 
B(t̂ -»Tft, t-Kjw) xl0-4 

<1.6 
<2.3 

20. The branching ratios and mat 
in Table XIII. One should note tt 
might shift the t mass further. 

wes obtained fi 
at the fits neg 

om theBe fits 
ect interferon! 

are summarised 
e effects, which 
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Table XIV. V—'jW 

w Mass Range 
inGeV 

J p Bf>-.-jVV) 
X103 

Peak 
(MeV) • 

Experiment 

p*p~ 

pp 

<2 
1500-1900 
1700 peak 

<2 
<2 

all 

ail 
all 
o-

(1.3±0.5) 
(mostly 0~ OT 2" 

<3±1) 
(6.2±1.5) 

(s±i) 

1650±50 
1700±40 

1550, 1800 
-1600 

Mark II" 0 0 ) 
Crystal Ball'BB> 

Mark IU<I01> 

WW 

WW 

all 
<2 
<2 
all 

ali 
all 
fl
ail 

1.8±0,1±0.S 
1.2±0,1±0.3 

1.0±0.4 
0.8±0.2±0.2 

~1800 

~1800 

Mark Hl<10*> 

DM2'BS> 
M <2.8 all 0.31±0.04±0.06 DM2' 6 6' 

I 

The spin parity analysis of the fp signal is difficult. The spin one case hâ  
free parameters which can be adjusted to give angular distributions identical 
to spin 0 in two of the three angles, and the third suffers from acceptance 
problems'74'. The observed distributions are consistent with J p =0~; mori 
cannot be concluded without much better statistics. 

At present the connection between the -yp enhancement and the i is sug 
gestivc but not compelling. 

4.3.2 0 -» 7 pp 

The decay V*->7P'V0 was first observed by Mark l l ' 1 0 0 ' . The pp mast 
distribution was dominated by a peak at mass 1650±5Q and width 200±10C 
MeV. This was at first thought to be associated with the 2 + ' t ' atate 8(1710). 

The Mark ill group' 1 0 1 ' has now analysed the 0 -» i jr+Ji-"jr+jr~ and 
M l a 4 * 0 * - * 0 decays from a sample of 2.7 x l0° J/0 events. The twe 
channels show similar 4w mass distributions, which are (summed in Figure 21a, 
Two peaks are clearly evident at ~1550 and ~1800 MeV, above a background 
which is due mostly to 5* events with an undetected IT0 decay 1- A clear pp 
peak is evident in the jr+jr" and jr*jr° channels, but not in the wrong lignj 
combinations. , 

Mark IH ( l 0 ! ) and Crystal Bali' 9 9' have shown that the angle x between 
the two p decay planes shows the characteristic"03' 1 - cos2* distribution foi 
even spin odd parity. This also rales out the association of the pp enhancement 
with the ©, and also with the low mass enhancement seen' 1 0*' in TT-'PV 
which has been shown' 1 0 5 ' to be net predominantly odd parity. 
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mir (G.V/c'1 „ .« "V>/> ( C e W t ' l 
f igure 2 1 . (a) Marl lll,ili-*'y4ir unsubtracted 4w mass spectrum (sum of 
r4?r'7i + jr" and 7r+7r"7r';7ru). (b) TheO" ppcomponent. The curve is i/i->7pp 
' wave phase spay;, 

Mark 1I] ' 1 C "' has now performed a maximum likelihood fit to the 10 chan-
>els: 

pp states of J p = 0 + , 0 _ , 1 + , 1 - 1 2 4

) 2 - , 
isotropic 4ir, isotropic pur,, isotropic pp, 

: \iP where A2 —> pit and a TJ is missed. 
The fit shows the spectrum to be dominated by isotropic An and 0~ pp. The 0~ 
ip mass distribution is shown in Figure 21b, compared to that expected from 
ion resonant P wave pp. A clear enhancement is seen centered at ~1600 MeV. 
Considering the uncertainties introduced by this type of fit, they consider it 
Consistent with the two peak structure seen in 4JT, but it seems more likely to 
i e associated with the ~ 1 5 5 0 MeV peak. 
! 
1.3.3 i> —* 1 W J 

Both Mark III< 1 0 B ) and DM2<°°J (Figure 20) have observed V-"y">u and 
ipplied the decay plane analysis described above to show that the WUJ is pre
dominantly 0 " or 2 ~ . Mark III has also performed a fit allowing 0~ , 0 + , 1", 
I 4 , 2 ~ , 2 + , and isotropic uu, and found that the vw is (85±19)% 0" . 

1.3.4 THE "PSEUDOSCALAR PUZZLE" IN RADIATIVE J/V< DECAYS 

,\fter observing radiative J/<A decay 0~ enhancements in 
! KKJT at 1460 MeV 0"+ 
', IP at 1400 MeV consistent with 0" 

pp a t - 1 6 0 0 MeV 0" 
w at - 1 8 0 0 MeV 0 

, T/TTTT at 1380 MeV unknown J p 

lie Mark III group has tested the h y p o t h e s i s ( , D 7 ) that they are all manifesta-
ions of the 1. 

They describe' 6*' the t with a coupled channel Breit Wigncr 1"' 8' 
vhich includes the effects of unitarity and the opening of die various decay 
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Figure- 22. Marklll coupled channel fit for \MiiX, to the following 4 deca: 
channels of the 0- X: (a) Sumof K +K'ff°and K f K * ^ . (b) jr+jr>r+jr- wit] 
bit backgound subtracted, (c) Background subtracted ww. (d) Baekgrounj 
subtracted i(t. The fit assumes that the V is coupled to KKir, pp, ip, am 
uu>. A second resonance is introduced to fit the —1800 MeV peak in the p\ 
distribution, and is coupled also to ww and fp. The solid curves indicate thj 
total result of the fit, and in (a) and (b) also the fitted background. The dash* 
curves indicate the resonance contributions. In (c) negative interference make 
the total lees than the sum of the two resonances above 1800 MeV. In (d) th ( 

dashed curve is the i; the full curve adds the small contribution from the IE' 
MeV resonance. 

channels with increasing mass. The fit is shown in Figure 22. 
Phase space pushes the V peak in the pp channel up high enough to fi' 

the -1550 MeV peak in the iit distribution, (I suspect the fit would not b 
as good if they had chosen to use their extracted 0~ pp mass distribution c 
Figure 21,) A second resonance at ~1800 MeV is included lo describe th 
second peak observed in the 4n spectrum. It is assumed not to couple to Krtri 
but must by SU(3) appear in the uu spectrum. In fact, according to the fit, i 
Is the dominant contribution to ww. 
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The ww distribution below 1800 MeV is well fit by the two constructively 
nterfering resonances, but that curve is well below the data above 1800 MeV, 
vhere the interference is negative. SU(3) predicts that the coupling to pp 
ihould be 3 times that to u» ; the fit gives 5.0±0.7. 

The effects of phase space are minimal for the ip channel and fail to move 
he V peak down from 1460 to the 1400 MeV peak in -y/>. However possible 
dects of the 77(1275) are not included in this fit. The fit shown has the pp 
coupling 3300±600 times that of -yp, while ~400 is expected from VDM. 

The poorly understood r/jrjr spectrum is the only one left entirely out in 
.he cold. 

The relative success of this analysis is perhaps more appealing than the 
ipectre of 4 unrelated 0" resonances in the 1.4-2 GeV region. Perhaps further 
•efinements can improve the it. The interested reader should study reference 
34 for full details on the fit described here. This analysis is based on MnrkllPs 
>ld 2.7 million J/i/> sample. They now have 3 million more, and DM2 has 8.6 
nillion J/t/i's which could be analysed in this way. 

1.4 THE E/t PUZZLE 

The i is certainly one of the most intriguing things to have come out of J/0 
decays. If the Mark 111 hypothesis described in the last section is right, they 
get a \l>-*ti branching ratio of at least 0.7%. This is a substantial fraction of 
;he total expected V'->*tgg rate of about 9%. Something that is produced so 
strongly in radiative J/V' decays should be able to teach us something about 
;luons, whether it is a glueball itself or not. The quark model needs a radially 
jxcited 0 ~ + state in the general area of 1400 MeV. If there is also a 0 ~ 4 glu-
Miium state near there, the two could hardly help but mix. Then our i would 
Contain both gg and qq, and it would be surprising if it were not produced in 
both radiative.3$ decays and hadronic processes. The gg and qq parts of it 
might be produced with different strengths in the two reactions, and differently 
In hadronic reactions depending on the beam particle and kinematic conditions 
(pomeron exchange or whatever). The mixing hypothesis raises another ques
tion; when two particles mix, they form two new particles. Where is the second 
) ¥ particle? Is there one p.t 1440 MeV and another one somewherelse, or is 
me at 1420 and the other at 1460? The i has been puzzling us for 5 years 
now, and I suspect will continue for another S. But if we want to understand 
;hionium and gluon coupling to hadrons, it is one of the better places to look. 

It' may be possible to bring some sense into the hadronic collisions data by 
paying attention to the different type of reactions. 

If 7T~ p —»X n is mediated by the exchange of one particle in the t channel, 
.hat particle muBt have 1=1. If one pion exchange dominates, the nucleon spin 
rus t flip and the >r must have L=l relative to the nucleon. On the other hand, 
'or the simplest case where the exchanged particle has no angular momentum 
md the nucleon spin state does not change, the exchanged particle will be 1=1 
J p = 0 + , i.e. the i. Then one has 6 n scattering at the other vertex, and should 
not be to surprised to produce a 6v resonance if there is one. In the KKJT final 
state we have two experiments of this type. The low statistics one (Dionisi 
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et o/.<M>) at 4 GeV/c gets K'K(1 + + ) for the E, but the high statistics BNI 
experiment*"'8*' at 8 GeV/c gets «7r(0"). For ijira we have Stanton ti o/.<8G 

at 8.S GeV/e which see both « * ( l + + ) and 6v{0 + ) at 1280 MeV and don't sa; 
much about 1400 MeV. The KEK experiment'9 6 ) is at nearly the same energy 
agrees with Stanton ti at., and adds the 6*[0~) peak at 1420 MeV. 

* + p -» JT+ X p at high energies where the jr+ goes forward in the fina. 
state and the p backward is very different from the previous reaction- The usua 
diagram is double Pomeron exchange, i.e. the * + and p both emit a Pomeron 
and the two PomeronB meet to produce the system X. (The Pomeron has l=( 
and J p c = 0 + + a n d thus could not be exchanged in JT" p -> X n.) WA76<09'9S' 
provides the only spin-analysed KKir and rjwit data in this reaction, and Beet 
only 1++ at the positions or the D" q(1275) and E/i(l440). The Pomeroi! 
is often thought to be multiple gluons, and double Pomeron scattering to bi 
especially suited to making glueballs. Therefore it is rather disappointing thai 
this is the reaction where the t has not been seen. Nonetheless, it is a differed 
reaction from ir~ p, and one should not be surprised if it makes different 
particles. ' 

pp is yet another type of reaction, and I cannot discover any particular 
similarity it has to jr~ p or to JT+ p. Here we have two experiments: Baillon t, 
o/.l°*' with pp annihilation at rest and the BNL experiment with 6.S GeV/t 
pp(«). Both see 0-+ at 1420 MeV. ' 

Thus we can accomodate almost all of the hadronic collisions data men-, 
tioned here, at the expense or having two particles at 1420 MeV: a 0 " + which 
is produced in *~p and decays to KRJT and IJJTIT via Sn, and a 1 + + which h 
produced in jr+and decays to K'K. I 

The radiative J/«> data wants to add to this an interference effect which 
eats the ipnr decay mode of the 0 _ + a n d shifts its mass and width up-by 40 
MeV. Or else a third particle at 1460 MeV, which then needs interference to 
eat its nir;r decay or new KK final state interactions to fake the fir in its KK» 
decay mode. This third particle could be mostly glueball, with the other twe 
mostly qq and belonging to the 1 + + and radially excited 0~ + nonets. 
5. THE 9 

The 8 was first observed by the Crystal B a l l ( , 0 B ) as an nij resonance at 
1640±S0 MeV of width 220iJS° MeV in radiative J/0 decays. Subsequent 
measurements by Mark II<"°>, Mark H1<S3>, and DM2' sn> of tf-xyKR have 
shown two peaks in this region. The first corresponds to the f'(1525). The 
second kt the 8 at 17U±8 MeV with a width of 147±13 MeV. The resonance 
parameters in Table XV are all from fits to non-interfering f' and 8 . Mark III. 
has shown' 0 8' that the 8 parameters are not significantly changed by including 
interference. The Crystal Ball nn spectrum could be described by the 8(1710) 
and the f'"°>, if the f'-tnn, Or perhaps by the 8 and the 0 + 4 G(l590)-»rjn 
seen by GAMS<" ]). 

The most intriguing aspect of the 6 comes from the spin analyses. In 
ri>-,i + KKm nn, only J p c = 0++, 2 + + , . . . are allowed. For J=0 the 
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Figure 33. i/>~+iQ. (a) DM2 cos 9 of K 4 in © cm. compared to expectations 
for spin 0 and 2. (b) Mark III*03* fit lo TT7T mass spectrum with interfering f, f, 
and 6 . The top curve is the total fit. The lower curves are the three individual 
resonance contributions and the flat background. 

{angular distributions are completely determined. For J = 2 they depend on 
ithe (complex) helicity amplitudes A 0 l A | ,Aj for helicity 0, ±1, ±2. Thus the 
ihelkity parameters x, y, ^„, $ y 

ye1 

Ao 

must be included in the fit. In the Mark III analysis' 6 3' J(e)=2 is prefered over 
'0 at the ~99.9% C.L. A small mystery is that the J=2 solution has a smaller 
likelihood than expected from Monte Carlo simulations. DM2' 8 8 ' only obtains 
a significant preference for spin 2 if they fix <t>x = ^y = 0. 

The surprise comes from the helicity amplitudes (Table XV), which indi
cate approximately equal production of helicity 0, 1, and 2 for the 8 . This 
is very different from the nearby 2 + + f and f, where helicity 2 b surpressed. 
Here the © seems to not be behaving like its qq neighbors! (But one should 
also note that the f and V do not obey the expectation""' for qq of x - y 
>0.81) 

The 6's large rate in radiative J/ty> decay, along with the lack of a place 
for it in a 2 + + qq nonet, have lead to speculation that it is a gluebalf or other 
strange object. Donoghue has said' 1 1 3 ' "it is almost certainly our first state to 
be identified as non qq." 

To enhance its status as a glueball candidate, the G would do well to 
exhibit flavor-independent decay ratios. An SU(3) singlet should have' 1 1 4 ' 
couplings Kftiif-n.wri* 4:1:3, which become 6:1:12 after phase space effects are 
included. Therefore everybody has looked for Q-»irir, with dubious success, 
There is a danger of fitting a fairly flat spectrum with a succession of peaks. 
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Table X V . Properties of & in Radiative J/l/> Decay. 

The quoted KK results are all from fits to the f'(l52S) + &. The ITJT spectr 
were fit to f(l270) + ©+ X(~2100). Interference was neglected in both cases 
it could substantially reduce the xir branching ratios^63'. The branching ratio 
assume 1=0, C=+ for the 6, thus KK = i R + K - + ±KsK s + J K L K L and jr: 
= fjr+jr- + |jr°jr 
level. 

°. AU masses are in MeV. Upper limits are 90% confident 

Crystal Ball Mark II Mark IH DM2 
References 109,40 110 63,101 66 
N(6) 
Massf©) 
Width(e) 

20±6 
fixedf 
fixedf 

~50 
1700±30 
156±20 

192±25 
1720±10±10 

130±20 

410 
1707±10 
166±33 

Spin 2 Helicity 
Amplitudes: 
*.y e 
n,y f 
n,y' f 

0xi^y 9 

0x,̂ y f 

fixedt 
fixedt 

,9±.l, ,0±.2 
fixedt 
fixedt 

0,0 (fixed) 

1.2±.6, -.9±.6 

0.8±.2, 0.0±.2 11
 

1.3±.1,-1.1±.: 
l . l i . l , 0.2±.l 

0.±1.4,1.3±.3 
•2.6±.3,-4.2±.« 

Branching ratios 
X104 

^-+Tie, e-njn 
0-^e, e-»KK 
(MlP. t"'-»t)» 
• W , f'-»KR 

-̂»1f©, S-nrcr 
I^-^G, &-*pp 
«v^e , e-»K*K* 

2.6±0.8±0.7 

1.9±0.8±0.5 

2.3±0.7±0.8 

12±2±5 

1.8±0.6±1.0 
<3.2 

.. « .. 

9.6±1.2±1.8 

6.0±1.4±1.2 
2.4±0.6±0.6 

<5.5 
<4.5 

9.2±1.4±1.4 

5.0±1.2±0.8 
1.8±0.3±0.3 

t fixed at Mark III values forf' + dnt. 

Although everybody quotes branching ratios, most do not discuss the statisti
cal or other significance of their signals. The f(1270) is clearly present, with 
perhaps a shoulder due to the r'(1525). There seems to be an enhancement at 
~2100 MeV, which could be the h(2030). The space between the P and the 
2100 can be well described by the 6 . Since at least the first three of thesi! 
resonances have the same quantum numbers 2 + + they can interfere. This has 
not yet been allowed for in the branching ratios quoted in Table XV. Mart 
IllCoa) n a s p K f o r m e d a fit with all resonances interfering, with the surprising 
result that the "0" bump ta mainly caused by V and X(2100) interference' 
substantially decreasing the real e-»wsr contribution to the plot (Figure 23). 

Perhaps the equality does not apply to the KK, irjr, etc. couplings, but 
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3 the uu, dd\ and si. Then one needs to compare (KK-f KK;r + . . . ) to (jr7r 
4;r+ pp + . . . ). 1 think no spin analysis of a 4n final state is possible, so 

•e have a lot of freedom to hypothesis 6-»uii branching ratio there. The pp 
nhancement has been shown'"" ' to be dominantly not 2 + " 9 , but the upper 
mit given in Table XV is not too stringent. 

Some evidence for hadronic production of the © is starting to appear, 
ilthough the results so far arc very tentative and of questionable statistical 
ignificance, 1 will describe them briefly since this is an important line of in-
estigation that may teach us about mechanisms of glucball formation. 

DM2 , e 6> observes i/>-»KKci. The KK mass spectrum is dominated by the 
', with a shoulder at -1640 MeV. A fit with the f interfering with the 0(1710) 
> also possible. Their 0—>KsKs<£ spectrum is rather different. Here the f and 
) appear with about equal strengths, and the © is at its jTopcr mass. For 
ioth the © and the f the branching ratio i/> —> tf> KK are (4±l) * 10~ 4. 

WA76<9i> observes (TT+ or p) p - . (;r + or p) KK p at 85 GeV with the KK 
icing centrally produced (| XF |<0.3). The K 4 K~ spectrum shows the f and 
leaks at 1630±10 and 1730±20. 

CAMS' 1 ' ' ' has done a partial wave analysis of n~ p —• ?;rj n at 100 GeV. In 
pin 2 they observe f, f, and something at 1.8-2.0 GeV. There is no evidence 
or the 0 , at a level of <20% of the rate for their 0 + + gluonium candidate 
5(1590). 
! TASSO'B"> gives a limit on 9 production in two photon reactions of r 7 1 ( 9 ) 
3(6~>KK) <0.28 keV (95% C.L.), This is not yet sensitive enough to compare 
Jo their corresponding value for the f which is 0.11±0.02±0.04 keV. 

\. THE aty RESONANCES 

Lindenbaum et a / . ' " 5 ' measure 71" p —•• 4><t> n at 22 GeV/c using the BNL 
.IPS spectrometer. The 4><t> signal (~4000 events) is strongly dominant over 
.he Zweig-allowed 4K or tpKK. This reaction is especially well suited to partial 
vave analysis because the <p is a narrow and the background is small (~13%). 
The exclusive reaction and two 6 spins provide additional analysing power, 
lllowing a unique solution even when all 52 waves up to L=3,J=4 are included, 
The 2 + 4 waves dominate the ijxji channel near threshold. The best fit (Figure 
24a) is achieved with three 2 + 4 resonances, which they name gr : 

M = 2050i§g r = 2001^° MeV mostly L=0, S=2 

j M = 2300l?[|0 r = 2001^ mostly L=2, S=2 

J M = 2350±§° r = 270±?™ mostly L=2, S=0. 
[The background waves are too small to be u-jed as a reference to check the phase 
motion across these resonances, Comparing the 2 4 4 waves among themselves, 
bne sees strong phase motion of the L--2,S=0 wave relative to the L=0,S=2. 
The two S=2 waves are fairly constant relative to each other. They have now 
analysed the 4>KK background as a check, and find only 7% 2 + + there. 
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Figure 24 (a) 2++ waves in *~ p - . 44 n"' B ' . (b) DM2 ij> -"t ^ l 0 8 ' 

Experiment WA67 , 1 1 G* used the fi spectrometer to measure ir~ Be -
# + X at 85 GeV/c. They have accumulated 34 000 candidate <i>4> event 
using triggers designed to enhance central production. Therefore they limi 
their analysis to angular distributions which arc Independent of the productio 
process. This means that they are unable to separate S and D waves. The 
confirm the large <t><t> enhancement between 2.0 and 2.5 GeV. Trying fits of thi 
region to single spin parity states, they find that 2 + + gives the best agreemem 

Lindenbaum el of. claim that since production of </><!> should be strong! 
Zwelg surpressed in their reaction, they must be seeing glueballs. There i 
considerable controversy (References 113, 117, 118, 119, 120) on this point 
Nevertheless it is clear that this «ty effect is an interesting candidate for some 
thing new. If it is our best glueball candidate, why aren't we more excited? , 
think it is because it has so far been seen in only one type of production reac 
tion, and, what's worse, in only one decay channel. That makes it very hard tj 
learn anything from it. The c>0 channel is favored experimentally because it i 
very clean and the <p spins help the partial wave analysis. Nevethelcss I thin' 
it is important to look for other decay channels. Even upper limits would givj 
us something to think about, if they came near to the H> rate. i 

Lindenbaum et a/.'"1) have measured IT" p -» KgKj n with the sain, 
apparatus. They have performed a partial wave analysis and see no evidencj 
for the gT particles, but give no upper limit. ! 

Mark III' 1 0 0 ' give an upper limit for wu production in radiative J/i* de, 
cay orB(V' -* 1 n>w) <2.6 x l 0 - 4 for the wu mass rango S,l-2,<1 GeV, The! 
corresponding l imit 1 1 0 1 ' for pp is <6.0 xlO" 1 . 

DM2 ( S S? may have seen something in V>-"Y f̂>. The 4>4> mass distribute 

• S-MMC feZ 
0*WMC « 
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hown in Figure 24b might have a peak at ~2.2 GeV, which could be one of 
he gf's, or the f. The statistical significance is disappointing, especially when 
•ne considers that this plot comes from 8.6 million V' decays. At 2.2 CeV their 
•fSeiency is about 10%. The total branching ratio for 0-»7«id with M ( ^ ) 
|:2.8 GeV is (3.1±0.4±0.6) xlO". 
?. THE IJ AND w° WIDTHS 

The IJ and jr° widths are very fundamental numbers. That of the IJ is 
specialty Important in the light of the many recent attempts to assign gluon 
:onten( to the i?' by studying n/n' mixing. 

The IJ width to two photons has been previously measured using the Pri-
•nakorT effect, in which the n is formed from an incoming photon beam inter
acting with a virtual photon of the Coulomb field of a heavy nucleus. The v is 
;hen detected via its decay to -»•?, and its angular distribution relative to the 
beam axis is plotted. The cross section for n production in the Coulomb field 
ban born calculated, and is proportional to TIJ.,. Vs can also be produced in 
'he Jiadronlc field of the nulcciis. The two contributions can be statistically 
Separated by fitting the angular distributions, since that for production in the 
Coulomb Held Is peaked at smaller angles. The systematics of this separation 
ire checked by comparing results from different beam energies and different 
.argeta. The first such experiment'"2' suffered from uncertainties in the sep-
iration of the Coulomb and hadronlc amplitudes. The second experiment, 
jerformed in Cornell" , s' is believed to have succeeded in this separation, and 
juotes a very small error: r^=0.324±0.046 keV. 

Now results are available from several two photon experiments, which mea-
' Hire e+e~-»e+e~Y>> ,n-»!?-» ,H' 1" order to measure r» 7 , these experiments 

•ely on calculations of the "two photon flux", essentially the e + e - -»e + e~TT 
»rl of the reaction. They must also subtract any passible background from 
>eam-gas production of n's, i.e. ep-»ii+X. The four measurements available 
agree with each other quite well (Table XVI). Two of them have errors ap
proaching that of the Prlmakoff experiment. Together they give an average of 
).56±0.<M, which to a factor of 1.7 larger than the Primakoft" result. 

' j Additional two photon experiments are not likely to resolve the conflict, 
since we already have several and they all agree with each other. In order to 
check that the two photon flux calculation is right in this mass range one could 
measure e + e~-»e + e"e + e~. This has not been explicitly done at low masses. 
Mark 111"4' have shown that TY -* w+ar - makes up only a small fraction of 
the two charged particle final state helow the f(1270). Their measured rate for 
•TY -»two charged particles agrees well with the calculations for TJ -»e + e~ + 
ill ~> W- Although no number ia given, it looks like a decrease of 1,7 in the 
;e+e~ + w rate would require a ** contribution much larger than what they 
have measured with their identified IT'S. 

Both the Primakoff and two photon techniques can be 'calibrated" at 
the JT°. By far the most accurate measurement of the *" lifetime has been 
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Table XVI . IT0 and IJ Width Measurements. 

r(a-«Tl} (keV) 
{1.0±0.2)t 
0.32±0.05 

Primakoff 
Primakoff 

Bemporad et a i ' , M ' " > 
Brow.man e( a 7 . ( m ) 

0.56±0.16 
O.S8±0.02±0.06 (pre!.) 

O.S3±0.04±0.04 
0.64±0.14±0.13 

0.56 ± 0.04 

Two Photon 
Two Photon 
Two Photon 
Two Photon 
Two Photon 

Crystal Ball (SPEAR)" 2 5 ) 
Crystal Ball (D0R1S)( , Z B> 
JADE"" 7 " 
TPC/PEP-9<"«) 
average 

I>°) (eV) 
7.3±0.2±0.1 Decay Length Cronin el aM 1 5 5 " 

7.9±1.4±1.6(prel.) Two Photon Crystal Bal l" 3 0 ' 
12±1 

7.3±0.6 
8.0±0.4 

Primakoff 
PrimakolT 
PrimakolT 

BclletUne! n/.l' 3 ,> 
Kryshkinei uf . t 1 8 " 
Browman et a / ." 2 3 ' 

I V ) (keV) 
4.3±0.3 Twu Photon average" 3 3 ' 

t Not included in average because uncertainly from separation of Coulomb an 
hadronit amplitudes has apparently been underestimated'18' 

made recently by Cronin tt a/.' 1 2 0) at CERN. Their accuracy was achieved b 
using high energy TTU,H with a mean decay length of --50/im, and measurin 
this decay length with a clever multi-target technique. Their result is in goo< 
agreement with previous experiments, including the Primakoff experiment c 
Browman el a/., who also measured the q. However one should note that i; 
the w° case Browman et al. have less background under the ST" and better lit 
to the angular distributions than they achieved Tor their 17 experiment. The IT. 
experiment also included some "off-axis" data, which enabled them to bette 
check the production rate in the hadronic Held. 

The Crystal Ball collaboration is attempting to test the two photon teen 
nlque by measuring the »°. If there were an error in the two photon methot 
which caused the difference between the two photon and Primakoff n width 
it would have to be a factor of fjjggj = 1.710.3. If this same error facte] 
applied to the sr0, Crystal Ball would expect to measure that factor times th 
Cronin «r" width, or 13±2 eV. Their preliminary result (Table XVI) 1B bare! 
in agreement with this, but in excellent agreement with the result of Cronij 
et oi. This measurement is based on a few weeks' run with a special triggei 
Considerably more data is being taken during this summer. The systemali' 
error quoted for the preliminary result can also be reduced substantially b 
mora Monte Carlo statistics. 

Pending clarification of the n width problem, I shall refrain from discussing 
the fJ/V/gg mixing question. , 
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CONCLUSIONS 
In summary, mesons made out of heavy quarks are well behaved, and 

;hter mesons are confusing. 
The experimental and theoretical controversies in bb spectroscopy have 

eared away, and the spectrum is well described by the potential model, with 
ymptotic freedom incorporated at short distances, and confinement of the bb 
a effective scalar particle exchange. The hadronic widths of bb mesons agree 
irly well with QCD, but more work is needed to make a quantitative test, 
[easurements in pp annihilation have yielded widths and precise masses for the 
L states, and possibly the first evidence for the elusive ]Pi stale. All these 
leasurements could be improved with more statisitics and better detectors, 
he forecast on the theoretical side is more uncertain, and the need greater, 
ow that we seem to understand QQ mesons, we can test the same iJeas on 
jlj mesons. Data is now available on the B",F', and D". 

The search for glueballs has been fascinating and frustrating us for several 
jars. New this year are possible pp, ww, and ip decay modes of the J P C = 0 '" 
1460) seen in radiative l/ip decays. More data on the ip —* t riim still doesn't 
low a sign of the i; a spin parity analysis might help. There is some evidence 
ir production of either the £ or the i in i> —> OJ KKTT and in jet fragmentation, 
he E(I420), previously believed to be a I + + qq meson, has now become quite 
introversial. A new high statistics experiment measuring n~p -» KKJT n, and 
hother measuring jr"p -»riirir n both have evidence for a J p c = 0 - 4 meson at 
•.420 MeV. This might be the same particle as the I(1460), if the 40 MeV mass 
nd width differences could be explained away. These experiments do not see 
lie 1 + + £(1420), which is however seen by a high statistics jr+p -»?r + KKJT p 
(tperiment. The apparent discrepancy might be due to the wide M(KK)r) bin 
sed by this last experiment. Or perhaps it is seeing a different 1420 resonance 
ecause it is studying a different production reaction. The people involved in 
ae hadronic experiments need to get together to make careful comparisons of 
heir data and analysis methods before we can decide whether the E and i are 
he, two, or three particles. 

The Q remains unexplainable as a qq resonance. Gluonium advocates 
rant it to have a ffjr decay, but the experimental data is inconclusive due 
D the complexity of the JTJT spectrum in radiative J/I/I decay. A spin parity 
nalysis has not yet been done. There may be first Bigns of e production in 
adronic reactions. 

The gr <t>4> resonances are still with us, but there is a lack of new exper-
nncntal information, which makes it difficult to learn much about gluonium 
iere at this time. 

Even our old friendly qq mesons are managing to confuse us: Primakoff 
nd two photon experiments disagree by a factor of 1.7 on the r\ width. 
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